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Abstract
Isle Royale, located in Lake Superior, was one center of the nation’s first copper rush.
High quality copper veins drew mid-19th century miners looking to stake a claim. By the
mid-1850s these initial attempts at lode mining failed as the remote location and
logistical hurdles made extracting copper from Isle Royale a costly business. Despite the
short-lived nature of these exploratory mines, they played a vital role in defining the
nature and profitability of copper lodes in the Lake Superior Basin and serve as an
example for how mineral rushes on the western frontier of North America play out. The
arrested development of Isle Royale, along with recent archaeological and archival
research provides an excellent opportunity to assess how miners during the nation’s first
copper rush claimed and explored mineralogical resources. This thesis seeks to expand
our understanding of the critical but often overlooked process of exploratory mining that
defined many of North America’s mining districts.
Archaeological and archival research informed the development of a taxonomic
classification of exploratory mining on Isle Royale. Applied to the 61 known sites based
on function, the taxonomy helped evaluate the exploratory mining process at a landscape
level. The Siskowit Mining Company’s activities further clarified the nuances of this
process at a site level through spatial visualization. This case study illuminated the
company’s exploratory mining process and provided a way to examine and visualize the
narrative of exploratory mining on Isle Royale.

ix

Introduction
“Owing to the backwardness of the season” is the justification used by the Siskowit
Mining Company to explain the late start to the 1849 copper mining season on Isle
Royale1. This phrase perfectly encapsulates the difficulties of working on Isle Royale, an
archipelago located in the middle of Lake Superior. In the 1840s miners, surveyors, and
fishermen were at the whim of Lake Superior, the archipelago’s remote location, and its
northern climate. However, despite its ‘backwardness’ the archipelago’s rich natural
resources, including copper, drew peoples to Isle Royale for thousands of years. By the
1840s Euro-Americans on Isle Royale begun to claim and explore these resources,
integrating them into the global market economy. During this era of economic
exploration, copper miners fanned out and tested the mineral wealth of the Isle Royale,
engaging in exploratory mining.
Although the archipelago is in the territory of the United States, it is only 20 miles from
Canada on the north shore of Lake Superior. The geologically related Keweenaw
Peninsula is over 40 miles south and is the closest part of United States to the
archipelago. Exploratory mining on these two land masses represents one of the earliest
mineral rushes in the United States. It began when the 1842 treaty of La Pointe ceded the
south shore of Lake Superior to the Federal government from the Ojibwe peoples. Shortly
after, Euro-Americans rushed into the Lake Superior Basin, redefining the landscape by
mineral wealth identified by exploratory mining.
These Euro-Americans first portaged their supplies over the rapids at Sault St. Marie on
the eastern terminus of Lake Superior. From the Sault, the explorers or, adventurers,
headed to Isle Royale or the Keweenaw Peninsula to begin explorations. Adventurers
searched for veins of calcite or mineral lodes containing native copper, probing their
viability by excavating small pits or trenches on them. If they found a promising
prospect, miners would sink test shafts and horizonal excavations or adits, to confirm its
1

(Siskowit Mining Company 1850:11)

1

profitability. Excavations that confirmed profitable lodes spurred miners to secure further
investment and develop their prospect to a point of production, effectively ending the
exploratory mining process. This era of exploratory mining laid the groundwork for the
next century of economic and social growth in the Lake Superior Basin, leaving Isle
Royale undeveloped while turning the Keweenaw Peninsula into one of the nation’s first
industrial mining centers. Despite the importance of this process and its outcome, there is
little archaeological research concerning exploratory mining as many of these sites no
longer exist.

Figure 1: Map of the Great Lakes showing the Lake Superior Basin.
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Figure 2: Example of exploratory mining camp on the mouth of the Montreal River that
forms the border between Michigan and Wisconsin. Reproduced from (Cannon 1982:V).

Significance
Exploratory mining represents the critical stage in the mining process of determining the
nature and profitability of an ore body. The exploratory stage of mining occurred after
prospection efforts had located a mineral body, but before the actual development of a
mine began (Lankton 1997:53-56). Investments in excavations and surface plant
structures like shafts, trenching, and blacksmith shops characterize exploratory mines. A
lack of investment in permanent structures like individual housing or company offices
also distinguishes this type of mining. These initial mining efforts played a critical role in
the development of North America’s western frontier; they functioned as a template for
industrial development of the frontier as it moved further west. Furthermore, the
mineralogical resources that these mines explored came to dominate the economics of the
core-periphery relationships between the western frontier and the industrialized centers of
eastern North America (Hardesty 1985; Mills 2011). This development and economic
pattern repeated itself several times throughout the West, including Isle Royale, meaning
that the exploratory mines on Isle Royale represent an important mechanism in the
westward expansion of Euro-Americans (Dixon 2014:25).

3

Archaeological and Historical Narrative of Exploratory Mining
Although there is an abundance of published and grey literature examining exploratory
mining sites across North America, this research has largely failed to articulate its process
within the greater progression of mining. Research examining exploratory mining ranges
from sites in Nevada’s Comstock mining district to Alaska’s remote Bremner mining
district and several others across North America (Francaviglia 1991; Hardesty 1985,
2003; Lankton 1997; White 1999, 2017; Costello et al. 2007; Dean 2010). One of the key
organizational tools to come from this body of research is the mining development
process laid out by Richard Francaviglia. Mining archaeologists and historians have
widely adopted his model which separates mining into five stages: exploration, initiation,
diversification, intensification, and cessation (1991:134). Francaviglia’s model describes
the exploratory mining stage in scant detail. Larry Lankton expanded on Francaviglia’s
development model, providing more detail on the exploration stage of mining (1997:5356). However, Lankton only gives an overview of this stage from a historical perspective.
These sources explain the exploratory mining stage but do not examine it in detail with
specific case studies. Because of the lack of contextualized case studies, the actual
process of exploratory mining remains archaeologically ill-defined within the historical
and archaeological narrative of mining in North America.
The lack of research on exploratory mining is related to its ephemeral traces in the
archaeological record. Later, larger, and better documented stages of mining make the
small footprint of these early mines even smaller in their shadow. Developed mines tend
to leave more of a noticeable impact on the landscape and a detailed documentary record
as they had access to capital to invest in large permanent operations that produced vast
amounts of historic records. These later mines literally overshadowed or consumed
exploratory mining sites that gave birth to the later stages of mining as they expanded
(Hardesty 1988:12). This process erases the limited archaeological remains of these early
mines and draws both public and scholarly attention to later mining stages. In contrast to
the Keweenaw Peninsula and other mining districts, many of the exploratory copper
mines of Isle Royale are relatively intact since later mining and development efforts
4

never succeed due to its remote location. Despite the intact nature of these mines, only
limited archaeological research has tried to contextualize exploratory mine sites on Isle
Royale (Bastian 1963; Rakestraw 1965; Martin et al. 1989; Clark 1995; Clark and
Cochrane 1998). Because of this limited research, our understanding of these mines on
the island remains focused on individual mining sites and not the process that created
them. Through examination of sites on a landscape scale, could we better understand how
the exploratory mining process unfolded on Isle Royale?

Figure 3: Map showing all the known early exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale.

Research Design
This thesis seeks to fill these gaps in our understanding of exploratory mining by
providing a detailed case study of its process on Isle Royale. Field and archival work
conducted in 2019 and 2020 during the general land office survey project explored
several of these early mine sites that eluded previous survey and provided the data to
contextualize the exploratory mining process on Isle Royale (Anklam and DePasqual
5

2020a-h, 2021a-j; Anklam and Wurst 2020, 2021). The scope of the 2019-2020 field
work consisted of Phase I archaeological survey, which limited understanding to what I
observed on the surface or recovered from shovel tests. In addition to the 2019-2020 field
work, I consulted reports from previous archaeological investigations spanning the last 75
years for further data regarding exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale.
Archival work analyzed primary source documents related to the mining companies
active on Isle Royale during the early exploratory mining period (Cassels 1846; Ives
1847, 1848; American Exploring, Mining and Manufacturing Company 1847; Jackson
1849; Siskowit Mining Company 1850; Foster and Whitney 1851; North American
Mineral Land Company 1865; Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925;
Root and Douglass 1998). Although these primary source documents are sometimes
incomplete and are often lacking in detail, they do describe what a site’s function was in
the exploratory mining process. These site functions include small excavations meant to
trace the course and depth of a mineral body or lode, larger excavations used to probe the
economic potential of a lode, cabins and houses used to house miners or laborers in
staging or mining areas, and small claim cabins or shanties used to establish a mineral
claim.
Sites were organized into a descriptive taxonomy using data gathered from these archival
and archaeological sources. This taxonomy placed sites into mutually exclusive types and
helped communicate patterns observed at exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale (Adams
1988:44; O'Brien and Lyman 2002). This involved deriving site types through an
examination of site characteristics in both the archaeological and archival record (O'Brien
and Lyman 2002:44). The site types from this examination are based on a comparison of
the function of a site within historic records and the nature of the features observed at the
site. The resulting site types from this descriptive taxonomy are mining prospects,
exploratory mines, developing mines, claim cabins, exploration camps, and principal
company locations.
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The taxonomy was applied to 61 exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale, representing all
known sites related to the period of exploratory mining on the island. They are primarily
comprised of archaeologically verified sites (Figure 3). Fourteen of these sites remain
unverified by archaeological survey but are included in this analysis because archival
documents describe their locations and function. Mapping these 61 classified sites, along
with the original mineral claims of Isle Royale, enabled an examination of how miners
explored their mineral claims on a landscape level. This aided in an analysis of the
general spatial patterns of these sites. The Siskowit Mining Company was then used as a
case study to assess these spatial patterns and explain how their exploratory mining
process occurred. This taxonomy, analysis, and case study expands our understanding of
the early exploratory mining process in the Lake Superior Basin and elsewhere in North
America. It provides a detailed overview of this process supported with archaeological
and historic data.

Thesis Overview
This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 is an overview of mining on Isle Royale
during the first period of Euro-American mining. Chapter 2 covers field work methods,
the process used to locate sites with 1847-1848 survey field notes, archival research
methods, site type classification methods, and the method used to analyze the results.
Chapter 3 examines several existing mining site classification systems to determine how
applicable they are to the research question. Chapter 4 identifies patterns between
exploratory mining sites to group them into types within a taxonomy. This chapter also
defines and articulated the site types.
Chapter 5 applies and maps the taxonomy developed in the previous chapter to the 61
exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale to determine site type relationships. Using the
Siskowit Mining Company as a case study, Chapter 5 then discusses how the exploratory
mining process occurred on Isle Royale and reevaluates our understanding of it on the
island. This involves a visualization of site relationships across the island. Chapter 6

7

explores the potential application of the taxonomy elsewhere in North America. This
chapter also concludes and examines some criticisms of the taxonomy.

8

Chapter 1: Background
To understand the nature of copper mining on Isle Royale it is necessary to discuss its
unique copper bearing geology. The bedrock that makes up the Lake Superior Basin and
Isle Royale consists of some of the oldest geological formations in North America
(Krause 1992:44). These formations date to the Archean age, approximately 4 BYA,
when lava flows covered what now consists of the Lake Superior Basin. The flows
cooled and formed layers of basaltic igneous rock (Bornhorst and Barron 2011:86). These
strata became known as trap rock to the miners as it ‘trapped’ the copper. As the lava
hardened small bubbles from the gasses escaping the lava created porous beds of rock.
The miners called these beds of rock ‘amygdaloid’ as the holes left by the bubbles made
the rock look almond-like, or amygdaloidal in nature. Over time these solidified lava
flows eroded, causing rock to cement into a conglomerate formation (Bornhorst and
Barron 2011:86). Tectonic action then pushed the center of these formations down and
the edges up, resulting in two landmasses: Isle Royale and the Keweenaw Peninsula. Isle
Royale is over 40 miles from the Keweenaw Peninsula and only 20 miles from the north
shore of Lake Superior. Together, with other land masses, they form the Lake Superior
Basin. Sometime after the tectonic action, heat and pressure forced a mixture of
mineralized gasses and water into the porous amygdaloid and conglomerate strata. This
mixture was rich in copper and filled the fissures or cracks in the bedrock that the
tectonic action had formed. The mixture precipitated out pure or ‘native’ copper
unalloyed with other minerals forming copper lodes, or belts of copper present in
marketable quantities (Krause 1992:45-47).
Millions of years later glaciers moved over the Lake Superior Basin, scraping away less
resilient rock from the trap and conglomerate formations exposing them in the process.
The glaciers also broke away some of these layers, carrying lumps and masses of native
copper with them. The glaciers deposited this copper, known as float copper, across the
upper Midwest (Clark 1995:173; S. R. Martin 1999:29-30). Float copper could
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sometimes weigh several tons, such as the Ontonagon boulder which drew considerable
interest from precontact peoples and Euro-Americans (Krause 1992).

Precontact Copper Mining
Copper mining on Isle Royale and the Keweenaw Peninsula goes back millennia. Before
the arrival of Euro-Americans in the Lake Superior Basin in the 1600s, Indigenous
peoples were living and mining on Isle Royale since at least 5,000 YBP with some
estimates pushing that date as far back as 6,500 YBP (Pompeani, et al. 2015). Early
Indigenous mining activity focused on native copper deposits near the surface and
represented some of the earliest mining in the western hemisphere. The Archaic period
assemblages associated with the precontact copper mines on Isle Royale are similar to the
assemblages found in the Canadian Shield. These same assemblages are unlike those
found on the south shore of Lake Superior which more closely resemble Old Copper
Culture assemblages (Clark 1995:166; S. R. Martin 1999:162-167). Because of the
differences in assemblages associated with Archaic period mines between Isle Royale
and the Keweenaw Peninsula and the distance between these two land masses,
archaeologists assume that copper mined on Isle Royale made its way north and west into
the Canadian Shield while copper mined on the Keweenaw Peninsula made its way south
and east (Clark 1995:172).
While the most intensive period of copper mining on the island occurred during the
Archaic period, copper mining continued through the Woodland period. Laurel ceramics,
affiliated with Woodland cultures on the north shore of Lake Superior, started to emerge
on Isle Royale ca. 2,000 YBP. The appearance of Laurel ceramics on Isle Royale
coincides with the arrival of Woodland lithic materials from the north shore of Lake
Superior as well (Clark 1995:166). Since the Woodland ceramic and lithic assemblages
on Isle Royale are like those on the north shore of Lake Superior, archaeologists presume
that the copper continued to move from Isle Royale into the Canadian Shield during the
Woodland period. The insulation of Isle Royale from the cultures of the south shore of
Lake Superior continued during the Woodland period, suggesting that copper miner on
10

the Keweenaw Peninsula still traded it to the south and east (Clark 1995:171-172; S. R.
Martin 1999:174-175).
Use of Isle Royale by Indigenous peoples continued after the Woodland period, up to and
through the contact period. However Indigenous copper mining on Isle Royale decreased
during the Terminal Woodland period and copper remained relatively underutilized
through the contact period (S. R. Martin 1999:178-179). It is unclear why Indigenous
copper mining on Isle Royale decreased at the end of the Terminal Woodland period, but
Clark suggests that the decline in copper mining occurred because cultural preferences
changed (1995:173-179). Similarly, Martin proposes that the arrival of Euro-American
trade goods supplanted the need for copper tools (S. R. Martin 1999:180).

Euro-American Expeditions
Euro-American knowledge of copper in the Lake Superior Basin dates at least to the early
1600s when Samuel de Champlain encountered Native Americans along the St. Lawrence
Seaway who were using copper tools. When asked where they procured copper to make
the tools, they told Champlain that the metal came from a land to the west (Krause
1992:24-26). Over the next two centuries several Euro-American expeditions explored
the Lake Superior Basin to evaluate the area’s resources. This included the source of the
copper they had observed Native Americans using on the east coast. Both the French and
British made attempts to mine copper on the Keweenaw Peninsula during their rule over
the Lake Superior Basin. Louis Denis Sieur de la Ronde, who ran a fur trading post in La
Point Wisconsin, led the French operation in 1727. He established a small promising
mine somewhere along the shore of Lake Superior between the mouth of the Ontonagon
and Iron Rivers. Yet, before Louis’ mine took off tensions between the Dakota and
Ojibwe peoples escalated into conflict requiring him to abandon his operation. In 1771,
English speculator Henry Bostwick attempted to mine near the Ontonagon boulder but
his lack of understanding about the local geology doomed his operation. These two early
ventures ultimately failed due to insufficient local infrastructure and knowledge of local
geology (Krause 1992:34-43; Gohman 2010:18-20).
11

After American Independence and the War of 1812, the Old Northwest, comprising the
lands North and West Ohio to the Mississippi River, was politically under the control of
the United States. However, the United States’ influence in this region remained weak or
non-existent. Native Americans who had lived there for millennia still controlled this
land. Seeking to extend control over the territory and understand what resources it had to
offer, Lewis Cass, the newly appointed territorial governor of Michigan organized an
expedition in 1820. This expedition focused on exploring the south shores of Lake
Superior and locating the head waters of the Mississippi River. Cass, aware of native
copper in the Lake Superior Basin, needed an able mineralogist to assess the mineral
deposits he expected to find. He eventually chose Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, a young
geologist who had determined the extent of the lead deposits in Missouri. Schoolcraft’s
observations made during the Cass expedition determined that copper was present along
the south shore of Lake Superior. His investigation created serious government interest in
the copper deposits of the Lake Superior Basin (Krause 1992:77-81).
Schoolcraft returned to the south shores of Lake Superior in 1831-32 leading two
additional expeditions. These expeditions focused on mediating a dispute between the
Ojibwe and Dakota. However, Schoolcraft also made provisions to bring along a
geologist who could continue to test the copper deposits he examined in 1820 (Krause
1992:95-121). Schoolcraft chose Douglass Houghton to join him for these expeditions,
during which Houghton built on Schoolcraft’s previous findings. Houghton determined
that copper was present in the trap rock formations that ran down the spine of the
Keweenaw Peninsula (Gohman 2010:204). However, he was unable to determine if the
copper in the trap rock was primarily native copper or a copper oxide alloyed with other
minerals. Houghton returned to the south shores of Lake Superior in 1840, this time as
the leader of the Michigan geological survey. During this survey he examined the copper
deposits along the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale, determining that native copper
was the most common form occurring in the Lake Superior Basin. Houghton summarized
these findings in his 1841 ‘copper report’, which emphasized the quality of copper he
found. The report also cautioned against rushing into the region to mine as there was still
12

several unknowns regarding the potential of the copper deposits and the region. Despite
these warnings, it immediately set off a rush to exploit the minerals that lay under the
Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale (Krause 1992:134-135).

Early American Mining on the Lake Superior Basin
In 1841 the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale was still the territory of the Ojibwe
peoples. Houghton’s report, and the newly invigorated mining interests it inspired,
pushed the government to negotiate the purchase of the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle
Royale from the Lake Superior and upper Mississippi River Bands of Ojibwe. On
September 28th, 1842 leaders of these Ojibwe bands gathered at La Pointe, Wisconsin to
sign a treaty ceding the mineral lands of the Lake Superior Basin to the United States in
exchange for annuity payments and special hunting rights (Cochrane 2009:119-124). The
Grand Portage Band of Ojibwe were noticeably absent from the list of signatories, despite
being the band most closely associated with Isle Royale and its use. With respects to Isle
Royale, this left out one of the most important parties from the treaty negotiations,
ensuring future complications regarding ownership of Isle Royale.
The 1842 Treaty of La Pointe officially opened the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale
to American mining under the auspices of the Federal government. Beginning in 1843
speculative explorers started to pour into the region hoping to stake a claim on these
newly available lands. These early adventurers, working individually or for a company,
could freely apply for an exploration permit from the War Department at one of the
department’s land agency offices located in Copper Harbor, Ontonagon, or Washington
D.C. A permit holder gained the right to explore for copper and stake up to a nine square
mile claim, provided they submitted the proper paperwork within a year and prove their
intention to mine (Krause 1992:138-140). With permit in hand, adventurers examined
their designated area in search of copper and other minerals. But, since the government
had yet to survey the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale, adventurers usually had only
a vague idea of where their permitted lands were and what they contained. There was no
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way of knowing beforehand whether their permitted land had real potential for ore
deposits or was mostly swamp.
Adventurers scoured their permitted areas looking for bedrock exposures containing
copper-bearing calcite veins. On Isle Royale, exploring parties tended to walk or paddle
along the shoreline in search of these veins, which were often located within deep
fissures. This was how the Siskowit Mining Company’s exploring party identified a
copper bearing calcite vein in Rock Harbor (Ralph and Mott 1962). On the Keweenaw
Peninsula, an exploring party working for the American Exploring, Manufacturing, and
Mining company, established a temporary base camp at the confluence of the West
Branch of the Ontonagon River and a smaller tributary. From this camp they searched for
fissures on and exposed bedrock on ridge tops or the bases of cliff faces (Cannon
1982:48-54). Adventurers would sometimes encounter evidence of precontact mining
activities sited on veins or fissures indicating that a copper lode was in the area (Krause
1992; Lankton 1997; Halsey 2018). If they found a valuable copper lode that warranted
further investigation and capital investment, the adventurers would stake a claim with the
intent to lease the land from the government.
To stake a claim or, location, adventurers first needed to delineate and mark its
boundaries. First a claimant erected corners posts, then surveyed in the boundaries with a
compass and Gunter's chain (Cannon 1982:53). They also needed to provide a sample of
ore to the land agency office to confirm that their location was related to mining minerals.
The location paperwork could take several months to process. This meant that someone
needed to vacate the location to submit the leasing application, which left the staked-out
location open to squatters or other adventurers who had mistakenly been issued the right
to explore the same area. This was not uncommon as the three land offices issued permits
simultaneously and had no way to quickly update their records. While the land office
recorded the claim, the claimant would station someone at the location to deter squatters.
Those who stayed at the locations erected shanties or claim cabins to live in while they
waited out the application process. In some cases, this meant that someone had to winter
at the location.
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Claimants often improvised claim cabins or, shanties, building them out of whatever
material was at hand as the cost of hauling extra supplies over the rapids at Sault St.
Marie prohibited bringing superfluous materials into the field. Strips of bark from cedar
trees covered the roof, unhewn logs formed the walls, and local stone formed a small fire
ring in the middle of the shanty (Cannon 1982:54; Lankton 1997:49-50). Shanties were
temporary in nature and only existed to hold the claim while the claimant decided what to
do with it. These claimants were opportunistic; if an abandoned building stood in their
location, they would repurpose it for their own use while waiting for the paperwork to
process (Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper Company 1925:4; Ralph and Mott
1962). Once the War department processed the application, they granted the claimant a
three-year lease. Claimants could renew their leases up to two times for a total of nine
years, after which the land and any related improvements would revert to government
ownership. Leases were subject to a government tax; six percent of any copper mined on
the leased land went to the War Department (Krause 1992:139).
With the land leased, claimants began limited mining efforts. Usually the claimant served
as or hired a mine agent who engaged a small party (3-6) of laborers and miners (Lankton
1997:54). This party revisited the previously identified veins or lodes, excavated pits or
trenches, and continued to explore the claim for more prospects. The agent and miners
assayed the ore samples from these small excavations, discarding some and keeping
others. Eventually the agent decided to abandon these excavations or pursue them further
(Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:3). As the agent’s confidence in
a deposit increased so did the excavation. Agents instructed miners to sink test shafts and
adits over these excavations to learn more about its nature and hopefully its profitability.
If things looked promising, the agent secured further resources from eastern backers to
develop the deposit into a producing mine (Lankton 1997:55-56). Developing the mine
brought in more money, miners, and men with the hopes that the realized profit would
offset the cost of development. During this precarious exploration process many mines
met their end.
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The permit-claim-leasing process on Isle Royale was problematic from the outset. The
first major problem with the system occurred in 1843 after the Grand Portage Band of
Ojibwe learned that the Lake Superior and upper Mississippi Bands of Ojibwe sold Isle
Royale, or Minong as they called it, without their consent at a treaty signing the
government never invited them to. Knowing that government would not give back
Minong, the Grand Portage Ojibwe leaders sent a letter to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
agent at La Pointe Wisconsin saying they would be willing to sell it for $75,000
(Cochrane 2009:125-126). In response the government temporarily suspended islandbased exploration efforts and permits after the 1843 season. They also fired the Bureau of
Indian Affairs agent at La Pointe for “not squelching this alternative view of whether Isle
Royale had been sold or not.” (Cochrane 2009:126-130). The government made a
counteroffer of $1,000 worth of reparations, a far cry from the $75,000 that the Grand
Portage Band of Ojibwe had originally requested (Cochrane 2009:127-132). With few
possibilities of negotiation, the Grand Portage Band reluctantly agreed to the offer in
September of 1844, reopening Isle Royale to claimants who had already begun to stake
claims.
Although the permits and leases were nearly free to anyone who could file paperwork and
pay a small processing fee, the mineral land leasing system proved to be unwieldly at
best. This system, imported directly from the lead mining district of southwest
Wisconsin, proved ill-suited for copper mining in the Lake Superior Basin. Its structure
disincentivized serious investment because any capital used to develop mines reverted to
government ownership once the lease expired (Krause 1992:139-140). Furthermore, the
presence of three land agency offices, each processing permits and claims at the same
time, meant that it was not uncommon for the office in Copper Harbor to permit an area
that the Washington D.C. office leased months earlier. On both Isle Royale and the
Keweenaw Peninsula consternation over claims was rampant; individuals and companies
frequently contested each other’s claims (Jackson 1849). By 1845 it became apparent that
the land leasing system, which spawned speculation, confusion, and disfunction was itself
the biggest obstacle to copper mining (Krause 1992:140). Because of the myriad of
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problems in the Lake Superior Basin, Congress voted to abandon the system in 1847 in
favor of outright land sales.

General Land Office Survey
Prior to selling land on the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale to mining interests, a
significant obstacle remained. By 1847, the State of Michigan had yet to complete its
land survey of parts of the Keweenaw Peninsula and all of Isle Royale. Before the State
could sell this land, as allotted by the Federal government, it needed to know where and
what land it was selling. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 established the process of
surveying government land which the General Land Office (GLO) carried out. The
GLO’s goal was to prepare the lands west of Ohio for sale and subsequent EuroAmerican settlement. To do this, the office surveyed the land and presided over its sale.
The actual process of the GLO survey involved dividing the land into townships and
ranges in reference to an imaginary baseline. Townships and ranges measure 6 miles
square and are divided into 36 square mile sections. These sections are further subdivided
into quadrants. Surveyor formed townships by laying in imaginary section, boundary, and
meander lines. They measured the distances of these lines using standardized “Gunter's”
chains which were comprised of chains (66 feet) and links (7.9 inches). Surveyors used
compasses to record the directions of the lines in azimuths (Burt 1985:24-26). To survey
section lines a surveyor ran as straight of a line as possible following the imaginary line
through any number of obstacles including “flies, mosquitoes, and impassable swamps”
(Burt 1985:27). To record water bodies, they ran meander lines by tracing the related
shorelines. The methods employed by the GLO survey proved useful for mapping and
selling land, to varied interests, but produced tracts of sellable land that were arbitrary to
what existed on the ground.
The GLO survey was usually the first physical manifestation of settler colonialism in the
United States, rationalizing the land for sale to Euro-American settlers and often ignored
the natural and social arrangements of the land that existed before Euro-Americans
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arrived (Dant 2017; Dunbar-Ortiz 2014). This rationalization process reorganized space
away from Native American use and towards Euro-American use. Essentially, this
represented world building of the American frontier to fit the classical Lockean ideas of
legitimate land use which consider erecting structures or investing capital in land as the
highest and most legitimate use of land. Along the American frontier Lockean principles
were pervasive amongst Euro-American settlers who tended to see Native American land
use as unused, wasteful, or illegitimate (Merchant 2004).
With Isle Royale now ceded, the State of Michigan and the copper rush starting to pick
up pace, there was immense pressure to survey and sell Isle Royale’s land. In 1847 the
State of Michigan contracted William Austin Burt to commence the GLO survey of Isle
Royale. Burt subcontracted William T. Ives to survey the island while he finished the
survey on the Keweenaw Peninsula. Lucius Lyon, the Surveyor General instructed Burt,
a veteran Michigan land surveyor, to pay special attention “to mines and minerals” in
relation to the growing interest in region’s mineral resources (Burt 1985:79). With these
instructions, Ives arrived at Isle Royale on May 21st, 1847 and commenced surveying the
next day. He started on the east-west boundary line between T65N R35W and T65N
R34W, where it intersects Lake Superior. This line is located near the southwest end of
Chippewa Harbor, just west of Blueberry Cove (Figure 1.1; Ives 1847:304-306). Ives
accurately surveyed Isle Royale in two seasons, recording the landscape and cultural
features as he went (Ives 1848). His field notes and maps provide accurate locations of
mining structures, Native American campgrounds, old American Fur Company posts, and
other cultural features across the island (Figure 1.2).
In addition to Ives’ GLO survey, the Federal government also began a geological survey
of Michigan. The Federal geological survey began a few years earlier as a State survey
under the leadership of Douglass Houghton. Following Houghton’s death in 1845,
Charles T. Jackson assumed leadership of the survey. Jackson’s geological survey of Isle
Royale coincided with Ives’, making Jackson’s notes a useful complement to Ives’
survey notes. Since Jackson was interested in recording geological features as well as
mining interests, his notes often add context to Ives’ more casual observations. Jackson
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made deliberate stops at mining locations island-wide, sometimes before and sometimes
after Ives had passed through during his own survey work. These comparative records
offer time stamps of certain mining activities, which are useful when interpreting periods
of occupation during the early exploration period on Isle Royale.

Figure 1.1: GLO map of Isle Royale, which derives from Ives’ measurements (Ives
1848). Red enclosure indicates starting location for the linear survey of Isle Royale.
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1966:33-35; Blake 2016:33-34). By 1846 the company began work on Isle Royale,
building houses at the Ransom location and by 1847 prepared to erect a smelter in
anticipation of an influx of copper ore from their several claims (Martin et al. 1989:2433). However, the enthusiasm the company invested in the island proved to be misplaced;
by 1851 the company failed to find a profitable lode among their claims and had all but
abandoned Isle Royale in favor of the south shore of Portage Lake, on the Keweenaw
Peninsula leaving only a single family at Ransom as a caretaker (Myers 1851:3).
A geographically diverse group of investors based in Philadelphia merged the Isle Royale
& Union Company and the Siskowit Mining Association to form the Siskowit Mining
Company (Siskowit Mining Company 1850:1-11; Rakestraw 1966:36). In 1843 the
company’s progenitor employed Mr. Cyrus Mendenhall to make mineral claims on Isle
Royale (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:1-3). Mendenhall
established six claims for the company across the island, the most promising of which
was located a short distance up the coast from Ransom, near the middle of Rock Harbor.
The company eventually established a mine at this claim which became known as the
Siskowit Mine (Rakestraw 1966:36-37). The SMC was the most successful company to
operate during the first phase of mining on Isle Royale. The Siskowit Mine was the
flagship of the company’s operations on Isle Royale. It featured multiple shafts, a steam
engine, and a 3-battery stamp mill by the time the company abandoned the island when
declining ore quality forced closure in 1855 (Siskowit Mining Company 1850; Calumet
& Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925).
The only other company similar in scale to the SMC and the IR&OMC from the first
phase of mining on Isle Royale was the Pittsburg & Isle Royale Mining Company. This
company started operating on the island in 1846 towards the center of Todd Harbor on
the island’s north shore. The company is only known to have worked their claim around
Todd Harbor, which consisted of two shafts near the shoreline and another deeper shaft
about a mile south of the shore (Whitney 1854:285). They made several improvements to
their operations at Todd Harbor, erecting a storehouse and wharf. They initiated work on
a water powered stamp mill; however, they ran out of money before completing it. The
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company abandoned the island in 1853 as the ore body proved unviable and operating on
the unprotected north shore was too logistically taxing (Rakestraw 1966:31-33).
Aside from these three companies, there were several smaller mining interests across the
island. To the east of Todd Harbor and west of McCargoe Cove the Amygdaloid & Isle
Royale Mining Company operated a small set of excavations in 1847 known as Miller’s
location. The company abandoned these excavations by 1848 (Anklam and DePasqual
2020b). The Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mining Company was also in dispute with the
American, Exploring, Mining, and Manufacturing Company’s (AEMMC) claim on
Amygdaloid Island (Jackson 1849:425). Historical investigations suggest that the
Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mining Company was actually a subsidiary of the AEMMC
(Rakestraw 1966: 29). This is consistent with the AEMMC’s business strategy as they
had several shell companies throughout the Lake Superior Basin (Anklam and DePasqual
2021a). On Isle Royale the AEMMC preformed limited excavation work on Fish Island
(Belle Island), squatted on the IR&OMC’s mine at Datolite, and appears to have held
interest in several smaller operations across Isle Royale (Shaw and Fitch 1847; Ives
1848:292-293, 355).
The Card & Shaw operation worked the Smithwick Mine in Snug Harbor and several
small prospects in the vicinity. Cornelius G. Shaw, the mine agent, ran the operation with
Mr. Card, and Mr. Ackley. Their primary operation was the Smithwick Mine, named
after Captain Smithwick who sold Card and Shaw his claim. There were several
structures associated with the mine including a blacksmith shop and log houses. The mine
operated until 1848 when they abandoned it due to a lack of paying ore. The deepest shaft
at the mine reached a depth of 90 ft (Shaw and Fitch 1847; Rakestraw 1966:30). Some of
the individuals who operated claims on the northeast end of the island were closely
related with the Card & Shaw operation. For example, Mr. Scoville, Mr. Duncan, and Mr.
Talbott assisted Shaw on several occasions (Shaw 1847) All three of these parties had
their own operations on the island. It is unclear if these parties were all working for the
Card & Shaw operation or were independent operations simply lending a hand to each
other.
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At the western end of the island there were three other small mining companies: the Isle
Royale & Chicago Mining Company, the Franklin Mining Company, and the Ohio &
Dead River Mining Company. Both the Franklin Mining Company and the Isle Royale &
Chicago Mining Company operated on SMC claims (Siskowit Mining Company
1850:Map 1). It is unclear if these companies were squatting on SMC claims or had
inholding agreements. Either way, both companies appear to have abandoned Isle Royale
by 1848 (Anklam and DePasqual 2020c, 2020g). The Ohio & Dead River Mining
Company had a small operation on Washington Island operated by Mr. Hewitt and Mr.
Wright. They were exploring three poor quality veins but abandoned Isle Royale by
1848. The Franklin Mining Company also claimed Washington Island and was engaged
in a dispute with the Ohio & Dead River Mining Company over the location (Jackson
1849:426, 506). The only other company known to have operated on Isle Royale during
this first phase of mining was the Chesapeake Company (Rakestraw 1966:51). This
company operated on the island’s north shore but there is no known archaeological or
historic evidence of this.
This first phase of mining on Isle Royale consisted almost entirely of exploratory mining
focused on locating profitable lodes (Rakestraw 1965:2-8). They abandoned the island
after 1855 closing the first phase of mining on Isle Royale. However, the island was not
empty, the Grand Portage Ojibwe continued to use the island as they had in centuries
past. Separately, excursion boats would sometimes anchor off the island for brief visits.
By the 1860s the North American Mineral Land Corporation started to buy up most of
the island with the intent of holding it until the price of copper could justify further
mineral development (North American Mineral Land Company 1865). This company
engaged Mr. Lockwood to conduct a mineral survey of Isle Royale to identify lodes that
may entice mining companies to buy their land. By the 1870s the Minong Mining
Company, the Island Mining Company, and Saginaw Mining Company had bought land
from the North American Mineral Land Company and commenced mining. This second
phase of mining on Isle Royale lasted from 1873 to 1881 when a combination of
declining ore quality and a series of extensive fires forced the mines to close (Rakestraw
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1965:8-14). Subsequently, the North American Mineral Land Company sought to devest
themselves from their island holdings. A group of British investors bought almost all the
North American Mineral Land Company’s holdings on the western end of the island and
formed the Isle Royale Land Corporation. The corporation then created the Wendigo
Copper Company which commenced exploration work around Washington Harbor in
1890 (Chynoweth 2017:21-53). At the same time, the Isle Royale Land Corporation
established an exploration camp near the western end of Todd Harbor as a base for
further mineral exploration2. This exploration work ceased by 1893 owing to each
company’s failure to locate profitable lodes of copper. This ended the third and final
phase of mining on Isle Royale (Rakestraw 1965:15-17). After the failure of the Wendigo
Copper Company, the Isle Royale Land Corporation started selling off their property to
lumber companies and cottage makers (Chynoweth 2017:46).

2

Previous archaeological investigation has erroneously conflated the camp known as Haytown with the
Pittsburg & Isle Royale Mining Company location further to the east (Martin et al. 1989:62).
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Chapter 2: Methods
The background of exploratory mining on Isle Royale gives context to this type of mining
but does not explain how it occurred on the island. To examine this mining process data
was gathered and examined. Collection, analysis, and interpretation of the archaeological
and historic data involved using three different sets of methods: field methods, archival
methods, and data analysis methods. Field data came from the 2019-2020 General Land
Office survey project. This project used traditional archaeological field methods in
combination with metal detector surveys to collect data about exploratory mining sites.
The project created a method of translating General Land Office (GLO) survey notes into
UTM coordinates to pinpoint structure locations. This method guided field surveys for
the GLO project. The methods for these two aspects discussed below are adapted from
the methodology section of the 2019 and 2020 GLO project reports (Anklam and Wurst
2020, 2021). Archival and historic data was primarily from collections at the Michigan
Tech Archives, Michigan Technological University’s Social Science Department
archives, and Isle Royale National Park collections. Additional sets of historic and
archival data came from inter library loan services from various libraries across the
eastern United States. The analysis and interpretation of this data used a tabulation of
attributes observed or noted at each site to classify sites into types. Through
classification, the analysis teased out the details of the origin and relationship of sites on
Isle Royale.

Government Land Office Survey Notes
Utilizing and translating the GLO survey notes was critical to guide field survey and
assist the understanding of sites in the field3. In most cases field work targeted unverified
sites using the survey notes as a guide. William T. Ives’ GLO field notes, unlike other
historic documents, contain both descriptions of Isle Royale’s early mines and survey

3

Because the method of translating the GLO survey notes was developed for the GLO project, the
following is adapted from the methodology section of the GLO project reports (Anklam and Wurst 2020,
2021).
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measurements (1848). Because the GLO surveys form the base of our public land system
today, it is possible to translate these measurements into coordinate geometry (COGO)
and apply them to the public land system using a geographical information system (GIS).
This process involved digitizing the survey notes by

After recreating the surveyor’s original path, UTM
coordinates for cultural features such as mines or log houses mentioned in the notes were
derived. These derived UTM coordinates were entered into GPS/GNSS units to guide
archaeological survey and identify unconfirmed or unknown early exploratory mining
sites. See appendix C for a guide on how to translate GLO field notes into UTM
coordinates.
Archaeologists have used GLO survey notes in the past to inform field work. However,
they translated and mapped of the measurements by hand, using a ruler and protractor to
retrace the surveyor’s path (Martin et al. 1989; Pomber et al. 2015). This resulted in
erroneous derived locations as bumping the table or having jittering hands while mapping
the translations resulted in compounding errors, adding plus or minus several meters to
the derived location. Translating and mapping these measurements with GIS prevents
these kinds of human errors from occurring. However, these translations are only as good
as the survey notes they come from. Compounding errors and typos are not entirely
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uncommon in Ives’ field notes. Furthermore, when trying to locate the derived locations
in the field the accuracy is only as good as the GPS/GNSS unit used.

Figure 2.1: Example of how surveyors measured section and meander lines for the public
land survey system.

Field Methods
Of the sites visited during the 2019-2020 GLO survey project, field work consisted
mostly of standard archaeological reconnaissance supplemented with metal detector
surveys. Most sites targeted for survey were located away from the Isle Royale trail
network, making access by boat the most viable approach. Most of Isle Royale’s
shoreline is rugged and only accessible on the calmest days. This made time management
a key priority for the survey as boating to these locations depended on favorable weather
conditions. On several occasions the field crew left midway through a survey to ensure a
safe return. To reach the sites targeted during the 2019-2020 GLO survey project, the
crew beached their boat and hiked through thick vegetation over rough terrain to the
targeted UTM coordinate survey area.
General field methods involved a pedestrian survey over the targeted area. These surveys
usually consisted of three crew members and focused on examining the ground surface
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for visible features. In general, survey areas encompassed approximately 5,000 square
meters or ca. 100-200 meter diameter circle around the derived UTM coordinates.
However, due to topography and vegetation, the focus often shifted to level areas where
Euro-Americans would have built structures. Field crew members would radiate outward
from the derived UTM coordinates in rough transects at 10 meters intervals. Since these
survey areas often consisted of uneven topography and thick vegetation, the field crew
had difficulty maintaining even transects.
If the field crew identified a feature, they conducted a metal detector survey, covering the
feature and all ground in the vicinity to map its extent (Figure 2.2). If they could not
identify visible features, they used the metal detector in open or other areas determined to
have high potential, such as flat elevated ground close to the shoreline. The metal
detector survey in areas without features consisted of transects at 5 meters intervals.
Every metal detect was marked with a plastic pin flag. The flags were then mapped with
either an external receiver equipped Trimble Nomad or GeoXT 3000 GPS/GNSS unit
configured with WAAS corrections. This data was later post-processed in the office; the
accuracy of the mapped points was usually 20-150 cm.
Once the crew covered each area with the metal detector, they selected a few metal
detects to excavate with a shovel test pit (STP). While limited in scope, these STPs
were conducted to verify the nature of the metal detects, recover artifacts, and diagnostic
information. The detects selected for additional testing tended to be isolated from denser
clusters in order to preserve the site’s integrity for future research activities. STPs were
ca. 30-40 cm in diameter and excavated to culturally sterile soil, averaging 40 cm below
ground surface on Isle Royale. This process continued until STPs recovered diagnostic
cultural material. Diagnostic artifacts might include machine cut nails, hole-in-cap cans,
pipe fragments, or other cultural materials indicative of the activities described in the
GLO notes at the site.
At some locations STP transects were conducted to evaluate the presence of non-metallic
artifacts. In these cases, they were spaced at 10 m intervals, with each 30-40 cm diameter
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STP excavated to sterile soil. These transects were only conducted when time and the
number of personnel allotted for such work. All sites and related features were
photographed and measured. Site maps were created by measuring distances with either a
hand tape or Sonin-brand electronic distance finder. A field compass was used to record
bearings from a fixed point.

Figure 2.2: View of metal detector survey at the American Fur Company at
. Note the excavated metal detect center left.

Archival Methods
Most archival documents concerning mining companies who operated on Isle Royale
during the first phase of mining came from the Michigan Tech Archives, the Isle Royale
National Park collections, the Keweenaw National Historical Park archive, and the
Michigan Technological University’s Social Science Department archives. The
Keweenaw National Historic Park archives and Isle Royale National Park’s collections
provided documents pertaining to the GLO and geological surveys of Isle Royale.
Various documents relating to early Isle Royale mining companies’ records, the historic
surveys of Isle Royale, and shipping manifests came from interlibrary loan services and
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digital archives. These archival sources provided most of the primary historic documents
used for this thesis.
The documents from Michigan Tech Archives came from four collections: the Copper
Country vertical files, the Mining Company Abstract files also known as the Calumet &
Hecla files, the Mining Company Manuscripts collections, and the Benjamin R.
Chynoweth collection. The Copper Country vertical files consist of a catch all-of various
primary and secondary source documents regarding topics relevant to historic mining on
the Keweenaw Peninsula and Isle Royale. Most of the material in the Copper Country
vertical files are copies from other collections, particularly the mining company
manuscript collections. However, most of these copies are incomplete. The Mining
Company Abstract files were originally put together by the Calumet & Hecla
Consolidated Copper Company in the 1920s in support of the publication of the USGS’
Professional Paper 144: The Copper Deposits of Michigan (Butler and Burbank 1929).
These files contain information regarding the history of copper mines in the Copper
Country and represent the Calumet & Hecla’s effort to reassess the potential of
abandoned copper lodes, in a final attempt to revive their mining operations on the
Keweenaw Peninsula. Like the Copper Country vertical files, most of the Mining
Company Abstract files are copies. The Mining Company Manuscripts collection
contains company records produced by the companies themselves, including many of the
ones on Isle Royale. These manuscripts usually have the complete copy or original
document referenced in the previous two collections. Benjamin R. Chynoweth was a
local schoolteacher and spent much of his time collecting and researching information
regarding Isle Royale. His collection includes various pieces of information on Isle
Royale including the early historic copper mines. Notably, Chynoweth had been in
contact with A.C. Lane, a State geologist who conducted a survey of Isle Royale in the
1890s. The collection includes a series letters between Chynoweth and Lane that
discusses his survey of the island.
Michigan Technological University’s Social Science Department archives contain a wide
range of documents relating to archaeological field work and background research
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performed by the university since the 1980s. This field work includes the survey
conducted by Dr. Patrick Martin from 1987 to 1988 to inventory historic mining sites on
Isle Royale for the National Park Service (Martin et al. 1989). In this collection, boxes 13
through 17 have information collected by Dr. Martin used to inform his field work on Isle
Royale. Included in these boxes are copies of company records and documents relating to
the Siskowit Mining Company, the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company, and the Shaw
and Card operation. In addition to Dr. Martin’s research material, a box labeled plat
books has copies of Ives’ original survey notes. These survey notes are missing the
northeastern two townships of the island but are complete for the remainder of it.
Isle Royale National Park’s collections includes numerous pieces of information
regarding the mining on Isle Royale. The Park’s collection includes Charles T. Jacksons’
1849 geological report of the island, copies of Ives’ journal and geological notes for
1847-1848, Cornelius Shaw’s journal for 1847, a hard copy of the 1851 Foster and
Whitney report, and documents relating to the mining companies that operated on Isle
Royale (Ives 1847, 1848; Shaw 1847; Jackson 1849; Foster and Whitney 1851). These
documents are located either on the island in the park’s interpretive library in a folder
titled Historic Mining or digitally stored within the park’s cultural resource program.
While the Keweenaw National Historic Park archives are primarily concerned with
historic mining that occurred on the Keweenaw Peninsula, they do hold Isle Royale
National Park’s complete copy of Ives’ survey notes that covers the entire island.
These sources provide most of the archival data for this thesis while interlibrary loan and
digital archives like Hathi Trust and Mackinac Customs House Manifests provided a few
miscellaneous documents. Hathi Trust offers access to several digitized historic reports
including the 1851 Foster and Whitney geological report of Isle Royale and the SMC’s
1850 charter and by-laws (Hathi Trust 2008). The Mackinac Customs House Manifests
has an extensive collection of searchable historic documents relating to ships that
operated on the Great Lakes (Lewis 2005). Included in its collections are ship manifests
that date to the era of early historic copper mining on Isle Royale, providing detail as to
when each company brought supplies and people to begin mining on Isle Royale.
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In addition to these collections and sources the State of Michigan archives and the
Western Reserve Historical Society archives were consulted for their historic records.
Although the State of Michigan archives should have annual reports from every mining
company in Michigan after 1847, they were unable to locate the documents relating to
companies on Isle Royale. This is despite an index of mining company records listing
them present at the archives (Barnett 1983). Likewise, historic documents relating to the
IR&OMC listed as being present at the Western Reserve Historical Society archives were
not located.

Data Analysis Methods
The analysis of the historic and archaeological data used to create the mining site
taxonomy involved a simple tabulation of structures. These structures are listed in
historic sources or were observed as features at the site during the 2019-2020 GLO
survey project or from archaeological field work conducted on Isle Royale over the past
75 years (Appendix A). This process involved reading every available historic document
related to a site and identifying structures noted like log houses, shanties, shafts, and
whims. To avoid counting structures twice, the highest tally for each type of structure at a
site from all the historic documents was used for tabulation. For example, if one
document lists a site with five log houses and one shaft but another document states that
the site only has two log houses and two shafts the total number of shafts at the site is
tabulated as two and the total number of log houses at the site is tabulated as five. This
catches all work conducted at the site over time, providing an idea of resources invested
at each site.
Observations made during archaeological investigations augmented the tabulation from
the historic documents. This involved reading archaeological reports and reviewing field
notes from the 2019-2020 GLO survey project. To confirm that the tabulation derived
from archaeological surveys did not double count structures noted in historic documents,
the tabulation only added features if the total number of a type of feature was greater than
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the number of corresponding structures noted in historic documents. For instance, if an
archaeological survey identified seven sets of foundational berms and historic documents
note five log houses at the site, the total tabulation for log houses would be seven. In
some instances, the location of a type of feature did not correspond to the location in the
historic document. In these cases, even if the number of features observed in
archaeological surveys was less than the number of structures noted in historic
documents, they were added to the tabulation. Thus, if a historic document noted three
log houses on a discreet landform, but archaeological survey located one foundational
berm away from that landform but within the immediate area, the tabulation would list
four log houses.
After tabulating features at each site, they were classified as either a mining site or a
supporting site based whether they had more mining or support features. These two sets
of sites were split even further based on patterns observed in how each site was described
in historic documents and if the features observed by archaeological survey concurred
with the site’s historic descriptions. For example, areas described as having several
substantial excavations in historic documents and sites that had substantial excavations
were placed in the same site type. This procedure was used for sites with no historic
documentation but were confirmed by archaeological survey or for sites that had only
historic documentation but no archaeological survey. The classification of sites into types
created a taxonomy of exploratory mining sites. Before creating the taxonomy, existing
mining site organizational systems were reviewed. This evaluated existing organizational
systems applicability to my research question.
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Chapter 3: Review of Existing Mining Site Organizational Systems
At its core archaeology is about examining data for patterns and trying to understand
what they mean. By organizing data into groups archaeologists aggregate, simplify, and
streamline their data making it easier for other archaeologists to understand (O'Brien and
Lyman 2002:38). However, grouping data trades off some level of nuance in exchange
for making it easier to comprehend. Additionally, the groups created by organizing data
are not real in the sense that the cultures who created it were not working under a
preconceived notion of a groupings (Ford 1954; Spaulding 1954). To help understand
how the exploratory mining process occurred on Isle Royale I created a taxonomy which
organized sites into classes containing subclasses or types to help examine and interpret
the exploratory mining process on Isle Royale. Before forming this taxonomy, a review
of existing organizational systems for historical mining sites is necessary. The review
evaluates mining site classification systems, comparing each and then examining why
these systems are not applicable to explain how the exploratory mining process unfolded
on Isle Royale.

Organizing Archaeological Data
Because of the importance and potential pitfalls of grouping and classifying site patterns,
there is a large body of archaeological literature concerning the organization of data. This
literature stretches back to the cultural history approach and has evolved in response to
shifts in archaeological methods since the first half of the 20th century (O'Brien and
Lyman 2002:38-40). The general consensus is that sorting schemes need to be practical
but theoretically focused, as it is impossible to separate theoretical underpinning for any
schema (Adams 1988:40-41; O'Brien and Lyman 2002:38). In context this means that the
theorical approach and research question dictates how to organize data, not the other way
around.
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With regards to mining site organizational systems, archaeologists have used three
different methods: classifications, typologies, and taxonomies (Dean 2011:23-30).
Classifications organize archaeological data into classes that can overlap with each other.
This means that data is not mutually exclusive to its class (Adams 1988:43). Typologies
are different from classification because they segment the data into discreet classes, in
other words these are mutually exclusive (Adams 1988:43-44). This relies on classes
within a typology having a definition or set of characteristics that places data into one
class while excluding it from others. Like typologies, taxonomies need to have mutually
exclusive classes (Adams 1988:44). However, unlike typologies, they have a hierarchy
meaning that mutually exclusive classes fit under overarching ones (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Visualization of organizational systems.
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Review of Mining Site Classification Systems
Mining archaeologists and historians have already proposed several ways of organizing
and grouping mining sites. I conducted a brief review of them, to understand how
applicable they might be to Isle Royale. This focused on schemes that are relevant to the
early mining period on Isle Royale rather than those that focus on later developed mines.
For a more comprehensive overview of such schemes see Chapter 3 of Robert Dean’s
thesis examining mining site organizational systems (Dean 2010:23-34).

Francaviglia’s Mining Stage Classification
Richard Francaviglia’s book Hard Places: Reading the Landscape of America's Historic
Mining Districts proposes a five-stage evolutionary classification system for the life cycle
of mines: exploration, initiation, diversification, intensification, and cessation (1991:134).
He uses this classification to model the life cycle of a mine and provide a shorthand to
describe a mine site’s stage. The first stage, exploration, takes place at the beginning of a
mine’s life cycle. Prospecting and exploration of mineral lodes to determine its potential
characterize this stage. After the exploration stage comes the initiation stage, during
which a mine locates a profitable lode and starts industrial scale mining. At this stage
mines typically put profit above all else, dumping mine wastes in ways that often
complicated future development (Francaviglia 1991:134). Most of the mining sites from
the first phase of mining on Isle Royale fall into the exploration stage while a small
handful transition into the initiation stage. In comparison to Isle Royale, the Keweenaw
Peninsula has mine sites that fit into every stage of Francaviglia’s classification. This
classification is useful for making general comparisons between mining sites and helps
distinguish the general life cycle of mines that operated on Isle Royale from those that
operated on the Keweenaw Peninsula. However, his classification lacks detail about these
stages and focuses primarily on generalizations. Furthermore, this classification uses a
historian’s perspective and lacks detailed examples from the archaeological record to
support the classification.
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Lankton’s Evolutionary Mine Development Classification
MTU historian Larry Lankton, like Francaviglia, sought to create a classification that
could serve as shorthand for stages of a mine’s life cycle. However, Lankton focused his
classification system on the copper mines of the Keweenaw Peninsula and simplified it
into three phases: exploration, development, and production (Lankton 1991:53-57).
During the exploration stage mining companies hired laborers and miners to search their
claims for lodes of copper. Companies also restricted investment to exploration work and
only invested minimally in surface infrastructure while in this phase. If they discovered a
promising lode, a mine entered its development stage. At this time miners sunk several
shafts on the lode and the company began developing the surface plant and expanded its
workforce. Since Lankton specifically focuses on copper mining sites in the Lake
Superior Basin, his system seems better suited to Isle Royale than Francaviglia’s system.
It provides a more detailed definition of site characteristics for each stage. However,
Lankton’ approaches the classification from a historian’s perspective providing few
specific historic and no archaeological examples to support his system.

Hardesty’s Feature Systems Classification
Donald Hardesty has conducted research and published several articles regarding the
archaeology of mining in North America. In his seminal publication The Archaeology of
Mining and Miners: A View from the Silver State, Hardesty utilized feature systems to
interpret mine sites. Hardesty built his feature systems classification on Kelly and Kelly’s
use of it to interpret an arrastra, a simple ore milling technology (1983). Like Kelly and
Kelly, he used historical evidence to create models of mining systems that defines
different features within that system. Hardesty utilized the system to understand large and
complex mill sites. By applying these models to mining sites he classified archaeological
features based on what systems they belonged to, allowing him to interpret how they
manifested on the landscape (1988:9-11). He used this schema to interpret hard rock
mining sites in the Great Basin and defined milling, excavation, ventilation, hoisting, and
drainage feature systems (1988:20-38). Hardesty’s feature systems differ from Lankton’s
and Francaviglia’s systems in two important ways: feature system explicitly use
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archaeological and historical evidence and focuses on understanding mining functions
and processes rather than just defining a site’s developmental level. Because of these two
differences, this approach provides a finer detail for understanding mining sites focused
on the functional nature of different mine related features.
Feature systems has proven useful for interpreting copper mining processes on the Lake
Superior Basin (Landon and Tumberg 1996). However, it does not provide a way to
understand a system’s level of development. This means that although feature systems
are useful for understanding how features and sites relate to each other, it cannot explain
the developmental difference between a site. Thus, feature systems cannot meaningfully
distinguish between a set of features consisting of two shafts and a set that contains
fifteen.

Cunningham’s Mining Site Features Taxonomy
Cunningham’s taxonomy grew out of a need to make sense of 738 mining related features
documented during a mitigation project for Royale/King mine in Calaveras County
California. Her taxonomy focused on both mining and support features, organizing them
into classes and subclasses based on what mining process each related to, similar to
Hardesty’s feature systems classification (Cunningham 1990). Cunningham’s taxonomy
differs from Lankton’s and Francaviglia’s classification systems since it incorporates
both historic and archaeological data and is less concerned with temporal relations or
mine development.
Since Cunningham denotes features that make up different site types, this taxonomy does
not specifically speak to exploratory mining sites. If this taxonomy focused more on
exploratory mining, it could help describe the intra-site relationships on Isle Royale but
would leave sites disconnected from the larger processes that formed them.
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Costello’s CALTRANS Mining Site Taxonomy
Costello created this mining site taxonomy for the California Department of
Transportation to use as a research guide when conducting 106 and NEPA reviews in
advance of maintenance and construction projects. This represents a comprehensive
taxonomy for mining sites within California and breaks sites into five overarching
categories: prospecting and extraction, ore processing, intra-site ancillary facilities,
domestic, and transportation (Costello et al. 2007:81). Within these categories there are
subcategories based on mining methods. Costello broke these down further into
subcategories that define features belonging to each mining methods. For example, the
taxonomy can classify poor rock piles as waste rock piles. The taxonomy then classifies
waste rock piles under hard rock mining as part of the prospecting and extraction
category (Costello et al. 2007:94-95).
The CALTRANS taxonomy is similar to Cunningham’s taxonomy but is broader in scope
and scale, providing the user with a way to categorize a large array of mining related
features. Furthermore, the hierarchy of categories acts as a built-in interpretation of
mining features, i.e. in this taxonomy a waste rock pile can only originate from hard rock
mining methods. However, this same scope and built-in interpretation makes it
cumbersome to apply. There is no way to account for how developed a mine might be: a
shaft is a shaft no matter its size. In the same way, the built-in interpretation focuses on
features. This makes it difficult to connect features and sites to the processes that formed
them. As such, the scope of this taxonomy could easily categorize sites on Isle Royale but
does not help understand the development and relationship between sites.

Dean’s Historic Lode Mining Site Feature Taxonomy
Dean developed his taxonomy as part of his master’s thesis to understand how features on
a specific mining landscape changed overtime (Dean 2010). He designed the taxonomy
as a framework to assess the development of the landscape and focuses on the Kenai Star
Mining District in Alaska. To do this, he created a series of classes and subclasses that
organized features based on the process it related to, the stage in the process the feature
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correlated with, and the technological method it represented (Dean 2010:35-44). For
example, a feature classified as a stamp mill would be under the milling plant and then
the mill-flow mine plant classifications. After classifying features Dean used historical
documents, the type of feature, as well as its place in the taxonomy to interpret change in
the development of sites and the mining landscape (Dean 2010:107-118).
Dean’s taxonomy is unique in that it uses archaeological and historic evidence to
understand how mining landscapes changed overtime. It represents a combination of
Francaviglia’s historical based mining stages, Hardesty’s feature systems interpretation,
and Cunningham’s taxonomical hierarchy. The strength of this system also means it is of
limited utility for my research on Isle Royale as I am only concerned with exploratory
mining and not later stages of development.

Mills’ Placer Gold Mining Settlement System Typology
Mills developed his typology to explain the linkages between placer gold mining sites in
Alaska and the Yukon to the distant entrepôts that supplied these regions (O. R. Mills
2011; R. O. Mills 1998). This typology applies resource frontier and central place theory
frameworks to define the relationship between separate mining settlement sites. It ties
them into a network, connecting the camps where miners excavated gold to the large port
cities on the west coast. The typology breaks these sites into five tiers: entrepôts,
intermediate transfer/supply points, central distribution points, secondary distribution
points, and extraction camps (O. R. Mills 2011:44-47). This typology is unique in that it
focuses on relationships between sites instead of the relationship between features at
sites. Additionally, because it uses a resource frontiers framework, the typology enables
the user to interpret the economic hierarchy of mining sites and the greater processes that
formed them.
Mills’ Placer Gold Mining Settlement System Typology has potential for application on
Isle Royale. It could explain how local, regional, and national level mining related
processes formed sites. Yet, there are three major drawbacks: Mills made the typology
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for placer gold mining sites in Alaska not hard rock mining sites on the Lake Superior
Basin, it focuses on settlements rather than mining sites, and the tiers do not go into
enough detail for exploratory mining to be applicable for this thesis.

Conclusion
These existing organizational methods are either too focused on individual features
within sites, do not provide enough detail regarding small exploratory mining sites, or
only concern mining sites from later stages to be applicable on Isle Royale. From a
historical perspective Lankton’s evolutionary mine development classification is the most
applicable to early mining on Isle Royale. However, Lankton provides no archaeological
evidence to support his classification and it is not clear how the classification would
assign specific archaeological features to classes. The CALTRANS and Cunningham’s
taxonomies provide archaeological evidence to back up their schemas. But the
interpretations from these schemas are too focused on individual sites. Hardesty’s feature
systems does help interpret mining processes but like the CALTRANS and Cunningham
taxonomies, it focuses on site level systems. Mills’ typology centers on sites and makes
connections between them that speak to the processes of mining. However it does not
provide enough detail and is too focused on settlement sites to be applicable on Isle
Royale.
Although these systems laid groundwork for organizing mine sites, each has aspects that
makes them impractical for use on Isle Royale. In the next chapter I propose an
organizational system that combines and builds off of elements from these classification
methods that helps explain the exploratory mining process. This proposed system will
focus on the exploration and initiation stages in the mining process but will use
archaeological and historical evidence to support its classification of sites. Additionally,
this schema will define relationships between exploratory mining sites so it can interpret
the process by which they developed. The proposed classification system will provide an
interpretive framework for understanding how the exploratory mining process occurred
on Isle Royale.
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Chapter 4: Exploratory Mining Site Taxonomy
Before organizing exploratory mining sites into types, a comparative analysis of historic
and archaeological data was conducted. This aided in identifying patterns amongst sites
and served as a basis for organization. The analysis involved a simple tabulation of
structures and features at each site into a table (Table 4.1). Historic sources, the 20192020 GLO project, and archaeological reports regarding Isle Royale provide the data for
the tabulation. This involved counting the number features and structures for each site
listed in these sources like log houses, shanties, shafts, and whims. The table enabled the
organization of sites into types and the creation of the mining site taxonomy. Chapter 2
discusses the specific methods used for the tabulation. For the site names and the sources
used to tabulate features at each site, see appendix A.

Pattern Analysis
After creating the tabulation and studying the number and types of features, several
conspicuous patterns between the sites became evident (Table 4.1)4. At the most basic
level, there is a difference between sites that contained evidence of mining activities and
those that had evidence supporting activities (Figure 4.1). Features related to mining such
as prospect pits, shafts, or partially excavated calcite veins represent mining activities.
Features like log houses, root cellars, docks, gardens, or warehouses characterize
supporting activities as they aided mining. Forty the of 61 sites (65%) have mining
features which range in number from 1 to 35. The variability in the number of features
suggests a dramatic difference in the scale of mining activities at different sites. Of these
40 sites, 37 (60% of the total sample) had more mining features than other types. Because
these sites had substantial physical evidence of mining, I will refer to them as mine sites
(Table 4.1).

4

During tabulation two sites, the Siskowit Mine (20IR41) and the Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mine
(20IR23), were determined to have two discrete support and mine sites within their boundaries. In keeping
with Isle Royale site designation protocols, both are split into two sites for this thesis. See the Haytown
(20IR22) and the Pittsburg & Isle Royale Mine (20IR16) sites or the Daisy Farm (20IR45) and Ransom
Mine (20IR43) sites for context.
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Sites that had no, or only minimal evidence of mining activities, consisted almost
exclusively of features representing supporting activities (Figure 4.1). Thirty-seven out of
the 61 sites (60%) have supporting features which range in number from 1 to 15. Like
mine sites, this range suggests variability in the scale of supporting activities at these
sites. Out of these 37 sites, 24 (40% of the total sample) of them had more features
associated with supporting activities. Because these sites lack substantial physical
evidence of mining, I will refer to them as support sites, suggesting they relate to mining
activities and processes, but not the physical act of mining itself (Table 4.1).
Both mine and support classes have internal variability based on the number, size of, and
type of features at sites that comprise them. Some sites have a mixture of mine and
support feature types, others are solely comprised of one type of feature. Some have the
same type and number of features but their sizes differ. There are numerous sites within
each class that have only one or a small number of features. In contrast, both classes also
contain sites that consist of numerous features. The quantity of features clearly separates
them from the rest. There is a broad group of sites whose number of features bridges the
gap between these two extremes.
The internal variability of both classes shows that few of these attributes are exclusive to
a grouping of sites and classes. As such any differentiation is based on prevalence or
scale of features rather than exclusive presence or absence. This means that the data
represents more of a continuous greyscale than it does discrete classes. For this reason, I
use a taxonomy to distinguish groups instead of a typology. A taxonomy, unlike a
typology, organizes sites into a hierarchy grounded in their overarching function. This
enables a taxonomy to better capture the greyscale nature of the data while still
artificially separating them. Based on the internal variances of both classes, a taxonomy
can break each down into three site types. The mine sites class consists of mining
prospects, exploratory mines, and developing mines. Claim cabins, exploration camps,
and principal company locations make up the support site class (Figure 4.1). The next
section discusses these site types in more detail.
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Figure 4.1: Scatter plot of mine features compared to support features with tentative site
types outlined. * Site 20IR41 was excluded from this graph as the number of features
made the graph hard to read. ** The data used in this graph is jittered to help indicate
where multiple sites had the same feature value, the actual value of the data is the closest
whole number.
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Function and Interpretation: Miners established mining prospects to identify a
mineral lode and determine its nature. They served as a guide to help inform
future mining efforts and usually proceeded a decision to invest more resources
into a lode. These sites are the most numerous and widespread site type associated
with exploratory mining (38% of sites). Miners excavated them near or on top of
fissures or lodes impregnated with native copper. These sites represent educated
guesswork meaning that miners fixed them to where they believed the mineral
lode was. This means miners excavated them across the landscape. Yet, they kept
the scale and number of these sites reserved. An excessive amount of limited
capital spent locating a lode limited the amount for exploring and developing it.
This means that features at this site type are few in number and often aborted.
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Figure 4.2: North facing view of prospect trench at the Shaw 2 site (20IR305).
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Figure 4.3: West facing view of prospect pit at the Lane Cove Pits site (20IR218).
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Figure 4.4: Southeast facing view of a partially excavated calcite vein at the Mott Island
Mine site (20IR110). The vein runs through the center of this image to the crevasse in the
background. Miners excavated the crevasse while following the calcite vein.

Figure 4.5: Overview of a small abortive shaft at the Mott Island Mine site (20IR110).
The depth of this shaft is approximately 3 m. The poor rock pile is in the center left of the
photo where the cluster of young spruce are growing, it is about 2 m in diameter.
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S. Richardson, who observed the Siskowit Mining Company’s operations on behalf of the
company’s board of directors, gave the following description of an exploratory mine in
1849:
The vein at M’Cargoe’s Cove was commenced but some three weeks
before I left; on this, four miners were working on a shaft some thirty feet
from the water, and above it, say fifteen feet. They had progressed about
thirty or thirty-five feet down, had taken out some few small pieces of
copper and stampwork (the last of remarkable richness). In my last I wrote
you pretty fully about this — I will now only say, that if this vein does not
prove a rich one, all indications hereafter, of most favorable character of
veins on Lake Superior, may be set down of no sort of account. Every
thing [emphasis in original] about it seems, when compared with the good
veins of the Lake, as just right. That in this thirty -five feet no large
masses have been taken out, does not at all impair my confidence in the
vein, for experience has taught me that three weeks' work of four men on a
vein cannot prove its value. Sink on this vein a shaft of one hundred and
fifty feet, and drift 23 right and left one hundred or one hundred and fifty
feet, and I shall not fear the result. (Siskowit Mining Company 1850:22).
Foster and Whitney, two geologists who assisted Jackson conduct the Federal geological
survey of Isle Royale, observed the following at Luck Bay Mine (20IR50) sometime
between 1848-9:
On section 2, township 65, range 34, a shaft was sunk 40 feet; at the depth
of 10 feet a belt of sandstone was struck, which continued as far as the
shaft was prosecuted, forming the foot-wall of the vein. (1851:144).
Ives observed the following exploratory mine while surveying at Scoville Point in
1847:
There is a shaft 5 or 6 chains S. W. where Mr. Scovill has sunk a shaft 10
or 12 feet ... 1 chain, to a Blacksmith's shop - small one. To meander
comer on line between Secs. 26 & 35. S.E. 1 chain is a log house, where
Mr. Scovel lives on Location No. 40 & has 3 men, who work on the vein
at the shaft last mentioned (1848:104-105).
Function and Interpretation: Exploratory mine sites determined the profitability of a lode
identified by mining prospects. They informed miners if a promising lode warranted
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significant investment of resources. Historic documents used in the analysis table note
that some of these sites began as a mining prospects but became exploratory mines as
miners sank shafts and invested resources into them. Because exploratory mines represent
the success of mining prospects they are less common representing 18% of sites in this
sample. Some had a limited number of support structures at them which housed miners or
stored supplies at the excavations instead of at a distant staging area. These sites
represented a significant investment in time and labor that sank limited capital into the
ground to examine a resource that may not return the investment. This implies that
miners invested in developing exploratory mines only if they were confident that it had
more potential than surrounding mining prospects.

Figure 4.6: South facing view of dual adits at the Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mine
excavations (20IR23). In 1847, Jackson described the workings at this site as mining
prospects consisting of a trench (1849:424).
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A description of the Siskowit Mine made right after the company decided to develop its
lode comes from James Hancock, the agent for the mine in 1849. His description
provides an example of how Hancock proceeded to request capital to develop the mine:
Dear Sir,-We are getting on with our work in the mines here as well as we
can expect; we have commenced sinking the whim shaft ; it is seventy feet
deep ; we have got in another strata of ground, amygdaloid; the vein is
much the same as it was; I should think it will make a good vein , as the
amygdaloid is thought to be very favourable [sic] for copper; the water is a
great deal more than it was since the ground has made a change; but we
can sink with the whim. So far the drift going east still continues very rich,
and the stopes have greatly improved since I wrote last; we got out a mass
of copper last week; its weight is six hundred pounds. You mentioned in
Mr. Raley's letter about the stamps; I do not see that we can do any thing
without them; the greater part of the stuff that comes to the surface must
go to the stamps, as the copper is in the smalls. There is no stream of water
that can be got at; there must be a steam -engine to work them; the same
will do to pump the water from the shaft, and the same water will do to
dress the copper with. (Siskowit Mining Company 1850:18-19).
A. M. Myers, a Siskowit Mine investor, visited the island in 1851 to determine if the
negative rumors about the mine were true. He recorded his impressions and description
which he published in the September 3rd, 1851 edition of the Evening Bulletin:
So many disparaging reports have been put in circulation in regard to the
Siskowit Mine that I felt no inclination to visit it. You may judge then of
my surprise when I tell you that I found it in full activity, with 52 men
profitable engaged - some in stamping with the new mill recently erected,
some at blasting, some at the underground and some at the surface work.
The stamp rock (near to the Mill ready for crushing) of unquestionable
quality, is in such profusion that it will take years to diminish it, and then
there is abundance more of it ready at any moment to be taken out. I
descended in a kibble down one of the shafts and saw stamp ore equal to
any of the most vaunted. If Copper is not here, it is of no use seeking for it
any where. In the Drifts, masses were visible; the next day one was blasted
out weighing 100 lbs, and the following day another of 200 lbs. Dr. Irwin
and Mr. Forsyth verified all I now state to you on the 17th of last month They would hardly credit what they witnessed, being incredulous as well
as myself after what they had heard…The great bugbear to frighten the
proprietors of this valuable location (which, if on the southern shore would
be immeasurably extolled) was the sudden interruption of the vein in shaft
D. This sometime since has been cut completely through to the depth of
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175 feet, and only awaits the insertion of a pump to clear it of water, so as
to renew the interrupted working of the vein. This much desired pump was
received before my departure. It had been detained by unusual casualties,
but now it is to be presumed everything will proceed smoothly. (Myers
1851).
Fr. C. L. Koch, a German mining engineer, visited Isle Royale in 1850 to see the native
copper mines of Lake Superior for himself. During his visit he gave a description of the
Pittsburgh & Isle Royale Mine at Todd Harbor, a site on the verge of becoming a
developing mine. A. C. Lane, a geologist working for the State of Michigan, who quotes
Koch in his report of Isle Royale geology translated his description of the mine:
The product of good stamp copper appeared to be not inconsiderable and
will be made manifest as soon as the stamp mill begins work, which is in
process of construction (which will take its water for motive purposes [?]
or for jigs, ["Aufschlagwasser,"] from a little stream which forms a
beautiful waterfall on the margin of the lake near the mine). Some barrels
of the coarser masses of copper, some of them weighing several pounds
apiece, were packed for shipment. The mine was manned with only a
small force, and it was uncertain whether the vein was to be explored to a
greater depth. It would be regrettable if the company should withdraw
their capital from this locality; it deserves, at any rate, a still closer
investigation. (1898:7).
Function and Interpretation: Developing mines represent further intensification of
mining activities on lodes determined profitable by exploration efforts. This meant
building up the underground operations by sinking shafts and drifting out from them. It
also involved expanding the surface infrastructure by erecting whims, a steam engine,
and expanding the work force. Historic sources indicate that the only developing mine on
the island grew out of an exploratory mine. Companies placed these sites where they
decided to focus investments. Because of the large amount of capital needed, they usually
limited themselves to one developing mine. This also meant companies abandoned or
reduced other exploration efforts once a developing mine formed because they shifted
their focus to the mine. As these sites represent successfully locating a profitable lode,
they are rare, only representing 2% of sites within this sample. This type corresponds to
the principal company location, discussed below, and are located adjacent to each other.
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It is important to note that not every company had this type of site as most never located a
profitable lode. This site is similar to Lankton’s developing mine and early producing
mine stage in his mining development model (1997:55-56).

Figure 4.9: Site map of the Siskowit Mine, including what consists of the developing
mine (20IR41), which is captured within the red enclosure. Reproduced from (C. P. Clark
1995:70).
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Support Site Types
The pattern analysis of the support class established three separate site types: claim
cabins, exploration camps, and principal company locations (Figure 4.1, Table 4.1).
Similar to mine sites, the boundary between support site types are blurry. This requires an
arbitrary separation of the support class to form types. The same archaeological
investigations and historic sources used for the mine sites informed the delineation of
support sites. The maximum size, minimum size, number, and type of features at support
sites are generalizations derived from measurements taken during the 2019-2020 GLO
survey and historic descriptions. The number of metal detects associated with specific
support sites also comes from the GLO survey. Metal detects commonly signify ferric
metals associated with historic occupation. Less commonly, they indicate non-ferric
metals that occur naturally, or, precontact occupation. Additionally, ferric metals are not
unique to mid-19th century mining, meaning that ferric detects can relate to a myriad of
island narratives. This thesis considers metal detects evidence of historic occupation
dating from the 1840s-50s as the GLO survey targeted site listed in historic sources that
date to the mid-19th century. The thesis also assumes that more metal detects relates to a
more intense occupation. This disregards the possibility that one person could lose a large
amount of metal in a single day. With these assumptions in mind, the sections below
discuss the types along with the rules used to distinguish between them.

Claim Cabin:
Special Characteristics and Feature Types: Claim cabins contain a single small cabin or
a shanty, sometimes accompanied by a small cluster of metal detects (Table 4.1, Figures
4.12-13). These features are present across all site types. What separates this type from
others, is the lack of associated features and/or a low amount of metal detects. The small
number of features and metal detects indicates little investment and a short occupation
(Table 4.5). In the taxonomy, this type contains only one support feature.
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deterred squatters and demonstrated a land improvement to the government land office,
signifying a legitimate intent to mine. They also provided a space to support initial efforts
to explore a claim. These cabins were short term, often crudely constructed shacks, built
with whatever materials were at hand. This made them impermanent in nature. Because
they served to legitimize a mineral lease, the cabins were not always associated with
mining sites or copper bearing bedrock geology. That is, claimants built them before they
had a clear picture of the mineral potential of their claim. This often led claimants to
quickly abandon them. This site type is the most common support site representing 23%
of sites in this sample. When Congress abolished the leasing system in 1847, claimants
needed to purchase the land outright, making claim cabins obsolete on Isle Royale by the
1850s.
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Figure 4.12: South view of the location where Ives observed a claim cabin at Blakes
Point Cabin Site (20IR241). The metal detects were inconclusive and unable to confirm the
presence of the cabin.
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Figure 4.13: East view of a peninsula that Ives noted as having a claim cabin at the Red
Rocks Site (20IR240).

Exploration Camp:
Special Characteristics and Feature Types: Exploration camps consist of at least one
small-medium log house usually accompanied by another log house, root cellar, or a
blacksmith shop (Table 4.1). Berms, cellar holes, depressions, or a collapsed
forge/chimney represent these structures in the archaeological record (Table 4.6, Figure
4.14). The length, width, and depth of these features indicate their former size. These
sites also contain medium to large clusters to metal detects (Figures 4.15-16).
Occasionally a single small prospect pit or trench are present at this site type. The higher
number of features and metal detects separates this site type from claim cabins,
demonstrating more investment at these sites. In relation to principal company locations,
the features at this kind of site are less in number and tend to be smaller. This is because
this site type only supported a small party of mines. The taxonomy delineates these sites
as having no more than 10 features at them.
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Three miles from Gull rock we came to the Siskowit Company’s locationWhittlesey agent. It is just occupied, and an exploring party is at work.
They have discovered some small veins of native copper; but thus far their
prospects do not seem to be encouraging. Half a mile further southwest,
we came to another house belonging to Mr. Whittlesey’s company-Mr.
Benson agent. Northing has been done here in the way of mining.
(1849:425).
Function and Interpretation: Exploration camps housed miners, stored supplies, and
provided a staging or encampment area when it was not feasible to do so at mining sites
due to lack of safe resupply vessel access. They also served as a central, easy to access
location during exploration efforts. Historic sources note that these sites supported either
an exploratory mine or a series of mining prospects. Because of this role, multiple people
worked out of them for a substantial period. As such they needed more and larger
structures to accommodate exploration parties. This contrasts with claim cabins which
one person sometimes occupied for a short amount of time, provisioned with the
minimum amount of supplies. Because these camps supported mine sites that were trying
to determine the potential of a lode, investments made at them remained limited. As such
they only make up 16% of exploratory mining sites.

Figure 4.14: Plan view of an exploration camp at the Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mine
site (20IR23).
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One of the best descriptions of this site type comes from Ruth Douglass, the wife of C.C.
Douglass who was the mine agent for the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company. Ruth
described Ransom (Daisy Farm), the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company principal
company location, in detail the day after she arrived on Isle Royale in 1848:
Very busy to day house cleaning, and making an effort to get settled in our
new log Cabin, which I find more pleasantly situated and comfortable than
I anticipated, the house being very large and quite convenient, having
eight large rooms on the first floor, also commodious chambers. 'Ransom
City' (for such it has been christened) can also boast of several other
buildings such as a Store, Laboratory [sic], Office and storehouse
attached, Furnace & Blacksmiths shops, Engine house, and the dwelling
house are all built of hewn timber. There is also a store house, and
dwelling, smoke house &c, &c, of round logs. (Root and Douglass
1998:68).
Ives encountered the Siskowit Mining Company’s principal company location on the
north shore of Rock Harbor, describing it as follows:
To a cluster of houses belonging to the Union & Isle Royale Mining
Company. Here is a small dock 1 chain in length, where vessels of any
size may come with plenty of water. N. 65 W. 60 lks. to the N.E. corner of
a big dwelling house. North 12 lks. To a log house 20 by 40 feet-bark roof.
N. 40 E. 1.3 [chains and links] to a nice log house 12 by 20 feet, with a
shingle roof. N. 22 E. 260 lks. to a hewed log house, which is being built
& is about 20 by 35 feet. There is a small garden around these houses.
(1848:221).
Function and Interpretation: Principal company locations functioned as company
entrepôts to conduct their island wide mining operations form. Ships delivered supplies to
these sites which the company then distributed to the remote exploratory mining sites
scattered across the island. Historic sources note these sites housed company offices,
agents, and the bulk of their workforce. This is because they supported and were adjacent
to the company’s developing mine which needed a substantial number of miners and
laborers. Principal company locations are few as companies only established them if
explorations or a developing mine was encouraging enough to validate its cost. Not all
companies had this site type as most never located a mine site that justified the outlay of
resources. These sites constitute 3% of exploratory mining sites in this sample.
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Conclusion
The taxonomy created in this chapter provides a way to organize exploratory mining
sites. At its most basic level it separates them into mine site and support site classes. The
taxonomy further brakes down these classes into types (Figure 4.19). These types work as
a tool that separates the exploratory mining process into its parts. Examining these parts
identifies patterns amongst them that elucidates the exploratory mining process.
However, it is important to realize that the taxonomy uses arbitrary rules to create these
site types due to the continuous character of the data. This means that although
archaeological investigations and historic sources informed these rules, they do not fully
represent the data.
The taxonomy defines what features make up each site type and their function. Implicit in
these functions are relationships between sites; an exploration camp housed miners and
supplies in relation to a nearby mine site. Some historic descriptions imply these
relationships as well. Similarly, they describe a developmental or evolutionary path that
sites take through their respective classes: there is a clear progression of the Siskowit
Mine from a mining prospect to a developing mine. Still, these relationships and
development patterns come from implications regarding the function and historic
description of each site type. To better understand and apply these inferences, Chapter 5
examines and discusses the conditional aspects of each site type in relation to how they
help explain the exploratory mining process.
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Figure 4.19: Visualization of the taxonomy created in this chapter.
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Chapter 5: Analysis and Discussion of The Exploratory Mining Process
on Isle Royale
The taxonomy created in Chapter 4 lays out a framework to organize and understand how
the exploratory mining process unfolded on Isle Royale. Before using it to interpret this
process, the sample of 61 sites need to be sorted into the appropriate type (Appendix A).
The spatial relationships and developmental patterns implied by the function and
historical description of types were then analyzed. To examine each type’s spatial
relationship, the sites were mapped on to a digitized mineral claim map of the island and
assigned a company origin based on which claim it resides in (Figure 5.1)5. This enabled
an examination of general spatial patterns between site types and defined their
relationships implied by their function. After determining each type’s relationship, the
Siskowit Mining Company was used as a case study to identify their developmental
patterns and the company’s exploration process.

General Spatial Patterns and Site Type Relations
The most striking spatial pattern visible after mapping the taxonomy is that all 24 support
sites are located along the shoreline (Figure 5.2). Similarly, all but 7 of the 37 mine sites,
are near the shoreline (Table 5.1). This may be the product of sampling bias as it is
difficult to survey in the interior. However, few historic sources note sites inland and
archaeological investigations have located the few that are.

5

See appendix B for more details regarding the claim map.
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Figure 5.1: Exploratory mining site with taxonomy applied overlayed on mineral claim locations. The author mistakenly neglected to
add the Harvey Lake Mine (20IR22) to the site to the sample, as such it is not on the map.

Further patterns emerged when analyzing the location of these sites. Of the support sites,
16 (66%) are in areas that are safely accessible by boat. In contrast 26 (70%) of mine
sites are not (Figure 5.3). Of the 11 (30%) mine sites that are, 5 are mining prospects, 5
are exploratory mines, and 1 is a developing mine. All five of the exploratory mines have
at least one log house and additional support features such as a blacksmith shop or root
cellar. This is not always the case for exploratory mines that are not safely accessible by
boat. With regards to walking distance, defined as 1.5 km, eight of the safely accessible
mine sites are beyond walking distance to support sites6. Of the three that are within
walking distance, one is a developing mine, the other two are exploratory mines (Table
5.2). Only two of the mine sites that are not safely accessible by boat are greater than 1.5
km from a support site, they are mining prospects.
Of the support sites that are safely accessible by boat, 15 (63%) are within walking
distance of a mine site (Table 5.3). Exploration camps make up 7 of these 15 sites. Five
of the camps are within 1.5 km of an exploratory mine, a mining prospect, or both. Two
have only an associated mining prospect within walking distance. Of the six claim cabins
within 1.5 km of a mine site and safely accessible by boat, five have an associated mining
prospect. There are two claim cabins in walking distance of exploratory mines, but these
mine sites are safely accessible by boat. Both principal company locations are safely
accessible by boat, one has an adjacent developing mine, the other has an exploratory
mine next to it. Only one exploration camp is not within 1.5 km of a known mine sites.
Out of the eight support sites not safely accessible by boat, six are claim cabins while two
are exploration camps. Only one of the claim cabins has a mining prospect within
walking distance. One of the exploration camps has an exploratory mine within 1.5 km,
while the other has a mining prospect.
Mineral claim locations usually have at least one exploratory mining site on them. On
average, claims have 2.5 exploratory mining sites within their boundaries, however,

6

The 1.5 km walking distance was determined by how much ground the archaeological survey crew could
reasonably go in a day and still have time to conduct field work.
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Figure 5.2: Map showing location of support and mine sites.
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Figure 5.3: Map showing safe boat access to sites and walking distance to support sites.

The analysis above clarified the implied site type associations discussed in Chapter 4 and
enables the formation of the following relationships. Most mine sites are in areas that are
unsafe to access by larger resupply vessels making it logistically impractical to house
miners and supplies directly at the mine site. In contrast most support sites are, and, are
within walking distance of mine sites. Based on this spatial pattern I conclude that
support sites directly relate to and serve as the necessary staging area for mine sites. The
exception to this is for mine sites that are safely accessible by larger resupply vessels
meaning there is no need for a separate support site.
Mining prospects are within 1.5 km of all support sites types because they require little
infrastructure to provision this kind of site. With regards to exploratory mines not safely
accessible by boat, none are within walking distance of a claim cabin as they do not have
enough infrastructure to support this kind of mine. Conversely, the closest support site to
the only developing mine is a principal company location because this type is sufficient
in scope to provision a developing mine. From these patterns I presume that the type of
mine site a support site has a relationship with is depended on the level and scale of
investment the mine site has. As such mining prospects can relate to any support site but
tend to associate with claim cabins and exploration camps. Exploratory mines can
associate to exploration camps and principal company locations but are primarily
associated with the former. Developing mines only link to principal company locations
(Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of the taxonomy’s general site type relationships.
Although this examination identified site arrangements and relationships, the processes
behind them is not obvious. Using the Siskowit Mining Company (SMC) as a case study,
put these spatial patterns into context. This company held and explored several claims
across the island. It also has one of the most complete historic records ascribed to initial
mining endeavors. Yet, these records remain incomplete. They focus primarily on the
company’s main operations in the Rock Harbor area and rarely provide detail on their
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exploration efforts elsewhere. Fortunately, the SMC archaeological record is relatively
well represented as investigations have located numerous sites relating to their
operations. The function of site types defined by the taxonomy combined with the site
relationships derived from the spatial patterns creates an interpretive framework. The
framework helps fills in the gaps left by incomplete historic and archaeological records
by weaving them together. This explains how the SMC evaluated their mineral claims. It
also helps examine how site types changed over time, aiding in defining how site type
developed.

Analysis: Siskowit Mining Company Case Study
The case study compared the description of sites in historic documents to their
corresponding archaeological sites classified with the taxonomy. This comparison
focuses on individual or groups of claims to interpret how the exploratory mining process
unfolded in them. Examining the relationships between types established extra site
connections for sites that are not otherwise described in historic documents. This also
allowed for an inference of their chronology based on their association with sites
described in historic documents. This helped explain the processes behind the general
spatial patterns of exploratory mining. It also enabled an interpretation of why and when
formation and abandonment of sites occurred, ultimately aiding in defining the
development pattern of types.
The SMC was one of the first to begin exploratory mining efforts on Isle Royale and was
the most successful from the first phase of mining. The company went through several
iterations before becoming the SMC in 1850 and was the last company to leave Isle
Royale in 1855. In 1843 the Siskowit Mining Association, a progenitor to the SMC,
engaged Cyrus Mendenhall of Ohio to make mineral claims on Isle Royale (Siskowit
Mining Company 1850:11; Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:1-3).
They made six, three square mile claims on Isle Royale, one in Rock Harbor, one at the
mouth of McCargoe Cove, and four along the northwestern shore of the island.
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In 1844 the Isle Royale Union Company, another forerunner to the SMC, began
exploration work on a vein in mineral location #13, possibly squatting on the Siskowit
Mining Association’s claim. However, before the company completed any serious
excavations, the Federal Government evacuated the Isle Royale Union Company along
with the rest of the companies on the island after Grand Portage Band of Ojibwe
contested the sale of the island (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:1;
Cochrane 2009:127-130). Their work would not resume on Isle Royale until 1846 two
years after the 1844 Isle Royale Compact.

Claim #13
Most of the SMC explorations on Isle Royale occurred in Rock Harbor at mineral claim
#13. Historic descriptions of the exploration work carried out in this claim centers on the
Siskowit Mine (20IR41) which by 1850 became the company’s only operation on the
island. Company records say almost nothing about their work elsewhere in this location.
This lack of a clear historic record regarding how the SMC decided to focus their
resources on the Siskowit Mine has meant that several exploratory mining sites on claim
#13 are separated from the process that created them.
In June of 1846 the company began exploring claim #13, reoccupying a “good log-cabin,
which fishermen had erected there” adjacent to the location of what would become
Siskowit Mine. They built a Mackinaw boat to aid exploration of the island and likely
erected a forge for their blacksmith (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company
1925:3). The log cabin, accessible by boat, provided the only area where the company
could stage and provision their adventures and miners. The activities and structures at this
location match the definition and function of an exploration camp.
With the exploration camp built, the company began mineral prospection. Historic
records indicate the first place they focused their efforts was Mott Island where they
excavated a calcite vein, yielding 600 lbs. of ore. They stamped 400 lbs. of this using a
swing pole (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:3). The scale and
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nature of work described matches the description and function of a mining prospect. The
location of this prospect is not known, but there are several potential candidates on the
island. The best match is the Mott Island Mine 1 Site (20IR110) which is the only known
site with features that matches the scale of work described in company records on Mott
Island (Anklam and DePasqual 2021i; Anklam and Wurst, 2021:37-42). The remaining
four mining prospects sites within claim #13 (20IR37, 20IR109, 20IR173, 20IR232) have
little historical information regarding them and are all of unknown origin. Using the
relationship between mining prospects and exploration camps defined above, their
locations within the boundaries of claim #13, and their proximity to the exploration camp
at the Siskowit Mine; these four mining prospects are related to the SMC exploration
camp. Specifically, the miners who explored these mining prospects staged out of the
exploration camp at Siskowit Mine.
The other site within claim #13 that matches a mining prospect consists of some
“interesting indications on the surface” that were located adjacent to the exploration camp
in 1846 (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:3). These same
‘indications’ were eventually determined to be calcite veins and would become one of the
veins the Siskowit Mine developed (Figure 5.5).
During the winter and spring of 1846-1847, Charles Whittlesey, the company’s agent,
improved the exploration camp at the Siskowit Mine (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated
Mining Company 1925:4). By the spring of 1847 these developments consisted of six
structures including houses, a store house, and a dock (Ives 1848:221-222). The company
expanded exploration work at the mining prospect that became the Siskowit Mine as
well. At this prospect they started to sink a shaft and located a second vein adjacent to the
first one. By the end of 1847 the shaft started the previous winter reached a depth of 80 ft,
drifted 25 ft west and 50 ft east. They also excavated an adit for draining water, erected at
least one windlass, built a dam, and raised a large two-story building (Calumet & Hecla
Consolidated Mining Company 1925:4-6, 8-9). The improvements made at Siskowit
Mine in 1847 had gone beyond the scale of a mining prospect and more closely match the
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definition of an exploratory mine. This indicates that the company saw the calcite veins at
Siskowit Mine as the most promising prospect within claim #13.
The SMC’s focus on the Siskowit Mine strongly implies abandonment of the other
mining prospects in claim #13 by the end of 1847. This is because the resources needed
to make the improvements at the mine described in historic sources would have drained
supplies available for other mine sites. The archaeological and documentary evidence
supports this conclusion. The other five mining prospects consist of either prospect pits or
shallow shafts which indicates that the company made no further investments in these
areas. The last mention of these prospects in claim #13, made in June of 1847, refers to
the Outer Hill Island Site (20IR37). At this time a land surveyor described this site as
having a blasted calcite vein and a shanty. This description lacks a shaft observed during
archaeological survey (Ives 1848:45; Anklam and Wurst 2021:19-23; DePasqual 2021b).
The discrepancy between archaeological investigations and historic sources suggests that
further exploration work occurred at the Outer Hill Island Site after June 1847.
Considering that the company began focusing investments at the nearby exploratory mine
after the surveyor’s observations suggests that miners sank and abandoned the shaft at
Outer Hill Island before the end of the 1847 season (Figure 5.6).
SMC activity remained focused on Siskowit Mine after 1847 and there is no evidence for
further exploration efforts within claim #13. By the end of 1849, the company sank a
second shaft at the Siskowit Mine, started stoping, and prepared for the installation of a
steam engine for a stamp mill and pump (Siskowit Mining Company 1850:16). The next
year they erected a stamp mill and the steam engine (North American Mineral Land
Company 1865:19-20). By 1853 the company sunk two additional shafts to the third
level. The pumps were functioning by then as well (Whitney 1854:284-285). By the time
the company abandoned the Siskowit Mine in 1855, the deepest shaft reached a depth of
101 fathoms or 185 m (North American Mineral Land Company 1865:18-19).
Archaeological evidence demonstrates several improvements made to the mine not
mentioned in historic records (Rakestraw 1966:36-39; Martin et al. 1989:19-23; Clark
1995:69-72). These include excavating more shafts, digging drainage ditches, and
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building more mine relate out buildings. The scale of work at the Siskowit Mine
described after 1850 and observed in the archaeological record meets the description of a
developing mine (Figures 5.7-8).
Just like the developing mine, at some point after the 1847 season the exploration camp
adjacent to Siskowit Mine expanded into a principal company location. Although the
company did not explicitly discuss this process in their records, archaeological research
documented more structures present at the adjacent support site than what is noted in the
last historic description of the site made in 1847 (Rakestraw 1966:36-39; Martin et al.
1989:19-23; Clark 1995:69-72). Considering the relationship between the developing
mine and the principal company location defined in the taxonomy, the support site
developed in tandem with the decision to focus efforts on developing the Siskowit Mine.
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Claim #15
The SMC also engaged in mining activities in claim #15 at the mouth of McCargoe Cove.
Few historic records refer to this claim, providing an opportunity to evaluate how the
taxonomy can evaluate the early mining process in the absence of historic documentation.
In 1846, while exploring claim #13, the SMC agent instructed a party of explores to “find
out the boundary lines, and erect cabins, thereby to prevent difficulties with squatters” in
the company’s other claims (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:3-4).
While executing these orders the party found a calcite vein somewhere within claim #15,
collected a small amount of copper from it, and erected a claim cabin on
(Ives 1848:416; Siskowit Mining Company 1850:Map
1; Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:3). The exploration work
described here meets the criteria of a mining prospect as the party had only made some
superficial explorations of the surface. The location of this prospect is likely the same as
the Bayside Prospects Site (20IR219), which is located
but within the claim. The location and scale of features at this site matches the scale
of explorations conducted in claim #15 described in company records after 1846 (Anklam
and DePasqual 2021b; Anklam and Wurst 2021:22-32). Bayside Prospects is not safely
accessible by larger boats, as such it needed a support site to stage exploration work at.
The claim cabin on

is the closest support site safely accessible by boat near

Bayside Prospects and is within walking distance of the mine site. This makes
the logical staging area for work at Bayside Prospects (Figures 5.9). This
relationship agrees with the general site type relationships defined above.
Archaeological evidence suggests the company had explored at least one and possibly
two mining prospects within claim #15 in addition to the Bayside Prospects Site. The
Stanley Ridge 1 Site (No site #) consists of a series of small prospect pits on Stanley
Ridge within claim #15 (Bauermeister 2010). Additionally, Lawrence Rakestraw, a MTU
historian who documented mining sites on Isle Royale in the 1960s, described a single
prospect pit somewhere on the western finger of the mouth of McCargoe Cove but did
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not adequately document it (1966:2). There is no historic record of either of these sites
but both match the criteria of a mining prospect. Since these sites are isolated and small
in scale, they likely date to the first phase of mining as opposed to the second phase. This
phase centralized prospecting based on findings from the North American Mineral Land
Company. This indicates that both the Stanley Ridge 1 Site and the unconfirmed mining
prospect are related to SMC efforts in claim #15. The miners who explored these
prospects probably staged out of the

locus since this was the

only support site in claim #15 (Figure 5.10).
The company continued to work claim #15 and by the end of the 1847 season sunk a
shaft to a depth of 9 ft. at the Bayside Prospects Site, built a blacksmith shop, and houses
somewhere within the claim (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:9).
Later company records note that miners resumed work on this shaft in 1849. By the end
of that season they sunk it to a depth of 60 ft and drifted 32 ft north and 37 ft south
(Siskowit Mining Company 1850:18). The scale and description of features dating to
1849 match the definition of an exploratory mine (Figure 5.11). This means that the
mining prospects at the Bayside Prospects Site evolved into an exploratory mine that
season. Archaeological investigations at Bayside Prospects confirm this as the scale of
poor rock and the shaft observed on site complement the work described in 1849 (Martin
et al. 1989:35, 83). This also suggests that the company abandoned the mine that same
season as there is no historic or archaeological evidence for excavations beyond those
described in 1849.
Archaeological investigations at the

locus shows that the site

has more structures than were present in the last know description of the site made in
early 1847 by a land surveyor (Anklam and DePasqual 2021b; Anklam and Wurst
2021:22-32). Considering the archaeological evidence in relation to the connection
between Bayside Prospects and the

locus, the company likely

erected most of the structures built in claim #15 at the end of the 1847 season at the
. This turned the claim cabin into an exploration camp. The exception to this
is the blacksmith shop which the company would have likely built at the exploratory
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mine. The relationship between these two sites suggests that the abandonment of the
exploration camp occurred at the same time as its associated exploratory mine, Bayside
Prospects.
The presence of the exploratory mine at Bayside Prospects in 1849 indicates that the
company determined that it was the most promising mine site in claim #15. This means
that they abandoned the mining prospects at Stanley Ridge 1 and the undocumented
mining prospects by 1849 to focus resources at the exploratory mine (Figures 5.12).
Furthermore, considering that the company did not erect an exploration camp capable of
supporting further work in claim #15 until the end of 1847, miners likely did not explore
these two mining prospects till late 1847-1848. Since no known historical records exist
about the company’s work in claim #15 for 1848, miners likely excavated these mining
prospects that year. Perhaps they did not mentioned them as they showed little promise.
Archaeological evidence can corroborate this narrative as both sites consist of shallow
prospect pits. The last year company records mention work in claim #15 is 1849, the year
before they began to expand the Siskowit Mine in claim #13 into a developing mine.
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Claims #19, #24, #27, #31
SMC explorations in their north shore claims #19, #24, #27, and #31 have an unclear
historic record. There are only a handful of known sites that are related to the first phase
mining within these claims. Additionally, two companies: The Isle Royale & Chicago
Mining Company and the Franklin Mining Company, operated within the SMC claims
#27 and #31. It is unknown if these companies were mistakenly issued the same claims as
the SMC, or, were subsidiaries of the SMC. For the purpose of this case study the
analysis excluded sites explicitly relating to the Isle Royale & Chicago Mining Company
and the Franklin Mining Company. This means there is a limited archaeological and
historic record within these claims. Even so, this provides an opportunity to apply the
taxonomy to fill in the gaps between these sources.
In 1846, at the same time exploration work began in claim #15, “a cabin was put up on
location 24; but the attempt of surveying the location was frustrated by sickness of some
of the hands” (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:4). The location of
this cabin is unknown, but it does match the criteria of a claim cabin. The company’s
claim map denotes a structure just to the west of the boundary between claim #19 and
#24, but, this site has not been located (Siskowit Mining Company 1850:Map 1). Perhaps
this structure represents the claim cabin described in 1846. Company records make no
mention of further exploration work on claim #24 during 1846 (Figures 5.14).
By the middle of the 1847 season the company had an exploration party begin work in
claim #19, locating a calcite vein and making improvements in proximity to the claim
cabin erected in 1846 (Ives 1848:159-160, 163-164; Jackson 1849:425). The vein noted is
at the Whittlesey Site (20IR23). Archaeological evidence at this site consists of an
abortive shaft and a partially excavated calcite vein matching that of a mining prospect
(Anklam and DePasqual 2020e). The improvements, which included a log house, are
located at the Whittlesey West Site (20IR310). This site is at one of the few safe boat
landings within claim #19 and appears on a company claim map (Siskowit Mining
Company 1850:Map 1; Anklam and DePasqual 2021d; Anklam and Wurst 2021:58-63).
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The improvements made at the Whittlesey West Site are consistent with the exploration
camp site type.
Siting the exploration camp at the Whittlesey West Site opened the rest of claim #19 to
exploratory mining. As such the other mining prospect within claim #19, the Minong
Ridge Trail #2 Site (20IR166), is likely related to efforts staged out of the exploration
camp. This mining prospects consists of a single prospect trench; historic records do not
mention this site (C. P. Clark 1995:138-139). Whittlesey West is the closest support site
that could service miners exploring the Minong Ridge in this claim. This means that the
Minong Ridge Trail #2 Site was not existent until after the company built the exploration
camp. Considering the relationship between this mining prospect and the exploration
camp, the abandonment Minong Ridge Trail #2 Site likely occurred at the same time as
the Whittlesey West Site. Survey notes indicate this occurred either early in the 1848 or
late in the 1847 season (Ives 1848:159-160, 163-164). Archaeological evidence at the
Minong Ridge Trail #2 Site supports this as the site never went beyond that of a small
mining prospect (Figures 5.15-5.16).
In 1847, at the same time exploration work occurred in claim #19, the company identified
a calcite vein in claim #31 (Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:5).
The location of the vein is unknown and there are no known mining prospects within this
claim. The vein may be near a small log house at the Agate Bay Site (20IR245) which is
within the claim and existed in 1848 (Ives 1848:80-82). This log house matches the
description of a claim cabin. It is the only structure on the claim that could support the
efforts that identified the vein. Because of this supporting relationship, the claim cabin
likely dates to 1847, the same year the company located the calcite vein. No further
mention of work on this vein appears in company records until 1849 when a party of
miners resumed exploration work there. The results of this work found the vein
promising enough for the company to consider sinking a shaft (Siskowit Mining
Company 1850:23). However, it appears that work on the vein stopped after 1849 as later
records do not discuss it. The only support site in claim #31 was a claim cabin which
could only support a superficial exploration of the vein; it is likely that the calcite vein
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matched that of a mining prospect. This means that despite the company expressing
interest in developing the mining prospect in 1849, the taxonomy and lack of further
mention of it suggests they did not pursue this course of action (Figures 5.15-5.17). As
such, we assume that by the end of 1849 the company determined that claim #31 lacked
potential.
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Figure 5.14: Sites related to the Siskowit Mining Company’s 1846 exploration efforts on the west end of Isle Royale. Arrows visualize
site relationships.
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Figure 5.17: Relationships between sites related to the Siskowit Mining Company’s post 1850 exploration efforts on the west end of
Isle Royale. Arrows visualize site relationships.

Discussion: How the Siskowit Mining Company Evaluated Their Claims
This case study of SMC activities shows that by 1850 the company evaluated their claims
on Isle Royale and determined that the Siskowit Mine on claim #13 held the most
potential for developing a profitable mine. To come to this conclusion the company’s
exploratory mining process occurred in three stages. The first stage focused on
legitimizing the company’s claims and less on actual exploration. The second stage
utilized a low intensity scattered approach were the company concentrated on identifying
as many mining prospects as possible but did not develop them further, regardless of their
potential. During the third stage, the company invested in developing their highest
potential mining prospects identified during the second stage. Examples from the case
study help summarize these three stages below.
The first stage in the company’s exploratory mining process involved erecting claim
cabins, surveying their claims, and sometimes preforming superficial explorations.
During this stage very limited exploratory mining took place. At most, miners located a
mining prospects but did not begin to explore or develop them. This stage is most
apparent in the company’s north shore claims from 1846-1847. For example, in claims
#15, #19, #24, #27, #31 archaeological and historic evidence paired with the interpretive
framework shows that the company only built claim cabins and sent out small parties of
miners to conduct brief examinations of these claims. Claims #24, #27, and #31 never
developed past this stage suggesting that the company had determined, from superficial
explorations, that they had little potential. Claim #13 in Rock Harbor never went through
this legitimizing stage. This was due to the presence of the existing log house that the
company quickly repurposed for use as an exploration camp. The camp allowed them to
begin actual explorations in claim #13 as soon as they arrived on the island.
The second stage in their exploration process focused on actual exploration of their
claims which ran from 1847 to 1849, except in claim #13 where it lasted from 1846 to
1847. During this period, the company erected exploration camps within their claims and
began developing mining prospects previously identified during the company’s first
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stage. At this time, they explored and developed additional mining prospects.
Interestingly, during this period the company located but shelved development of
promising prospects. Instead they identified and developed additional prospects. An
example of this occurred in both claims #13 and #15. In #13 a company agent identified a
“valuable vein” in 1846 while in claim #15 a different company agent pontificated in
1847 “That no copper mine on Lake Superior will equal it [the vein] in profitable work”
(Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Mining Company 1925:5, 9). The company did not
develop either vein beyond a mining prospect until a year after their discoveries. In the
interim between their discoveries and development into exploratory mines, they
continued exploring and locating more prospects within these claims. This stage speaks
most to the company’s exploratory mining process; they tried to fully evaluate their
claims before determining how to procced with their limited capital. Some claims, like
#19 never went beyond this stage because explorations failed to identify a prospect
warranting further investment of resources.
During the third stage, the company’s efforts were more focused than the previous stages.
This stage began by the end of 1847 in claim #13 when the company invested a
significant amount of resources into sinking shafts at the Siskowit Mine.
After the company sunk these shafts, there is no further historic or archaeological
evidence that the company continued additional explorations within the claim. Likewise,
on claim #15 the company sank and drifted a shaft at Bayside Prospects in 1849,
suspending other explorations within that claim. This investment in individual sites is a
shift from the previous stage in the company’s strategies and represents confidence in
specific sites.
The SMC’s exploratory mining process followed a systematic information gathering
approach where the company spread its resources across the island and whittled down its
claims. They systematically evaluated each claim before deciding to invest more
resources into it or move on. By the end of 1849 the company determined that claim #13
was the most promising and would be the center of future company investments.
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Although this systematic approach may seem self-evident, the taxonomy illuminates the
nuance behind the company’s strategy that lead them to focus on claim #13.

General Developmental Patterns and Site Type Evolution
The SMC case study provided additional context to help understand site type
development implied by their function. Generally, mine and support sites have some level
of evolutionary development related to the amount of investment put into an area. In
claims #13 and #15 high investment site types transitioned from low investment mining
prospects and claim cabins into exploratory mines and exploration camps at the same
time historic records indicated growing company interest in these locations. In contrast,
only one site transitioned into a high investment site type in claims #19, #24, #27, #31.
Company records indicate little interest in these claims.
The case study also shows that high investment site types tend to develop out of existing
sites. All exploratory mines formed on top of mining prospects and the one developing
mine grew out of an exploratory mine. This development pattern appears in support sites
as well. In claim #15 the exploration camp formed at the site a claim cabin built a year
earlier. Likewise, the company erected an exploration camp in claim #13 at the site of an
abandoned cabin. This camp in turn developed into one of the two principal company
locations on the island. The exception to this pattern is in claim #19 where miners built
an exploration camp at the Whittlesey West site. There is no historic record of a claim
cabin standing at the site before the miners established the camp. However, there is
reason to believe that the Whittlesey West site may represent a continuation of the
unconfirmed claim cabin site in claim #24 (Anklam and DePasqual 2021d). With
consideration to claim #19, no high investment mine or support site types formed without
first starting as low investment site types.
Further examination of mine development shows that higher investment sites, like
exploratory mines, tend to supplant or retard low investment mine sites like mining
prospects. This is clear in claims #13 and #15 since investment and development in new
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mining prospects stopped once the company made the decision to begin work on an
exploratory mine. This implies that because the resources necessary to develop an
exploratory mine are substantial, the SCM siphoned off labor and supplies from mining
prospects they determined as low potential to the exploratory mines. The company
repeated this on an island wide level with their developing mine in claim #13. Once the
SCM decided to invest in a developing mine, they abandon their other island
explorations. Based on the case study it is unclear if this pattern of high investment sites
supplanting neighboring low investment sites extends to support sites.
From these patterns I presume that mine and support sites developed in a liner
progression from low investment sites into high investment sites (Figure 5.18). Mining
prospects can develop into exploratory mines which then have the potential to transition
into a developing mine. Similarly, claim cabins grow into exploration camps, which in
turn can progress to a principal company location. The transition of these site types
signifies company investment and interest in a claim.
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Figure 5.18: Visualization of the taxonomy’s general site type relationships and
development paths.
The case study identified the SMC’s exploratory mining process and defined general site
type development patterns. This helped flesh out the taxonomy and demonstrate its
ability to tease apart a mining company’s exploratory mining process. Using what was
learned from the case study, the site taxonomy was reapplied to all early mining sites.
This enabled an examination of how mining sites across Isle Royale are related to each
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other. It also allowed for a reexamination of the narrative surrounding early exploratory
mining on Isle Royale.

The Exploratory Mining Process on Isle Royale
In addition to the SMC, eight other mining companies operated on Isle Royale at the
same time: the Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mining Company, the American Exploring,
Mining, and Manufacturing Company, the Isle Pittsburg & Isle Royale Mining Company,
the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company, the Card & Shaw Operation, the Ohio & Dead
River Mining Company, the Isle Royale & Chicago Mining Company, the Franklin
Mining Company, and supposedly the Chesapeake Mining Company. Philo Scoville,
John W. Allen, Mr. Duncan, and Mr. Talbot were also engaged in mining on Isle Royale
at the same time as well.
Aside from the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company (IR&OMC), there are few historic
and archaeological records concerning these mining operations. Because of this it is
unclear how they relate to each other and what their exploration process was. The
taxonomy’s interpretive framework makes it possible to use these incomplete records to
understand how their sites linked to each other and how they conducted their early
mining operations. However, without the kind of historic detail present in SMC records,
it is impossible to create a in depth chronology for their mining process based on site
relationships alone. Applying the taxonomy to understand these other mining interests’
exploration processes can only speak generally to how it occurred across the island.
Previously, historical and archaeological research only consider 12 sites as explicitly
related to each other: the Outer Hill Island (20IR37), Whittlesey (20IR37), and
Whittlesey West (20IR310) are related to the Siskowit Mine (20IR41) by the SMC (Lane
1898:5; Rakestraw 1966:37). Datolite Mine (20IR4), Epidote Mine (20IR51), Lucky Bay
Mine (20IR50), and the Isle Royale & Ohio Mine (20IR48) are all related to the Ransom
Mine (20IR43) and Daisy Farm (20IR45) through the IR&OMC (Lane 1898:12-15;
Rakestraw 1966:33-36; Martin et al. 1989:24-33; Blake 2016) Lookout Mine (20IR30)
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and Shaw 2 (20IR305) are connected to the Shaw Site (20IR33) via the Card & Shaw
Operation (Bastian 1963:49-53; Martin et al. 1989:73; C. P. Clark 1995:66). Applying the
taxonomy shows that the exploratory mining process on Isle Royale was more connected
than previously thought. Extrapolating from the site type relationships and development
paths outlined above increases the number of sites connected to each other in some way
to at least 41 (Figures 5.19-5.21). The clearest connections relate to the dynamics
between mine and support sites. An example of this is the interpretation of Little
Greenstone Beach (20IR180). The taxonomy indicates this site served as an exploration
camp for Datolite Mine. Similarly, the taxonomy designates the Isle Royale & Chicago
Site (20IR16) as the exploration camp for the Isle Royale & Chicago Mine (20IR244).
This framework also excels at providing a structure for making connections between
historic documents and their related sites. The most compelling example of this is
Bayside Prospects Site (20IR2019) which archaeologists identified in the 1980s but
whose origin and nature remained a mystery (Martin et al. 1989:35-36). The examination
of this site and the application the taxonomy to other sites in the area helped to clarify
that Bayside Prospects was the result of the SMC’s 1847-1849 exploration efforts in
McCargoe Cove (Siskowit Mining Company 1850). Another example comes from the
relation between the Third Island Site (20IR84), Long Island Site (20IR85), and the
Blakes Point: Log House Site (20IR241). These sites have little historic documentation
and previous archaeological investigations interpreted them in isolation. The taxonomy
and its model of site type relationships suggests that the miners who explored the mining
prospects at the Long Island and Third Island Sites would have staged from the Blakes
Point: Log House Site since it was the closest support site of a similar developmental
level within walking distance.
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This is a substantial departure from how the archaeological narrative describes the first
phase of exploratory mining on Isle Royale. Before, the only companies described as
having a dispersed exploration strategy were the IR&OMC and to a lesser extent the
SMC (Lane 1898:9-15; Rakestraw 1965:2-8; 1966:33-38; Martin et al. 1989; Blake
2016:34-35). However, in light of historic and archaeological evidence interpreted by the
exploratory mining site taxonomy, this narrative does not hold up. From the limited data
available, the SMC, the IR&OMC, the Amygdaloid & Isle Royale Mining Company, and
the Card & Shaw Operation all had dispersed exploratory mining sites that they used to
explore their claims. In contrast the Pittsburg & Isle Royale Mining Company and the
Ohio & Dead River Mining Company focused their operations to one area. This suggests
that these companies either had a more centralized exploration strategy, found a
promising vein and felt no need to explore their claim further, or ran out of capital.
Because of the limited nature of the data regarding this early era of mining, the
understanding of the exploratory mining process remains limited at best. Despite this, the
case study, and the examination of sites from the perspective of the taxonomy
demonstrates that the exploratory mining process for most on Isle Royale was a dispersed
process. This occurred across Isle Royale through a complex network of site connections.
For a few mining interests, the process focused within one area, making them the
exceptions not the norm.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Applying the exploratory mining site taxonomy to Isle Royale and using the Siskowit
Mining Company (SMC) as a case study provided the framework that identified and
explained their exploratory mining process. The case study showed that the SMC
employed a systematic information gathering approach by exploring and carefully
evaluating their claims before deciding to develop or abandon them. Furthermore the
visualization and examination derived from the taxonomy shows that this early mining
was more connected on Isle Royale than previous thought. This suggests that
archaeologists need to reexamine the current narrative surrounding this type of mining.
Additionally, the case study and application of the taxonomy to these mining sites
provided origins to several unnamed sites that were previously unknown, specifically on
claims #13 and #15.
Exploratory mining is an important step in the development of mines and mining
districts. Because it identified the nature and profitability of mineral bodies, it occurred in
nearly all mining districts in North America. These explorations defined what areas
would and would not be subject to subsequent development and often worked as an
instrument for the westward expansion of Euro-Americans into North America. However,
because later stages of mining often destroyed and overshadowed early eras, little
archaeological research has focused on understand the processes behind exploratory
mining. Unlike most mining districts, exploration sites on Isle Royale remain intact,
providing a rare opportunity to study them. This thesis’s goal was to use the intact
archaeological evidence of exploratory mining sites and historic records to examine how
the exploration process occurred on Isle Royale.
To examine this process, all features at mining sites derived from archaeological and
historic sources were tabulated (Appendix A). Examination of the tabulation identified
groupings amongst sites based on the number and types of features present at each site.
These groups were compared with historic records to determine their function. This
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helped organized the assemblies of site into a taxonomy that was applied to all
exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale. Examination of the location and type of sites
identified general spatial relationships between sites types. After establishing these, the
Siskowit Mining Company provided a case study to explain how site types developed and
the company’s exploratory mining strategy. Using what was learned from the case study
the taxonomy was reapplied to examine how exploratory mining occurred across the
island.
This thesis determined that there is a close relationship between the location of mine sites
and support sites. It also determined that the SMC employed a measured, information
gathering strategy to evaluate their claims. Examining the affiliation between all
exploratory mining sites on Isle Royale showed that the exploration process was
generally a decentralized process as opposed to a centralized one. Most mining
companies had their operations spread out over their claims. This contrasts with current
narrative of exploratory mining on Isle Royale: that all but three company had focused
centralized operations.
The results of this thesis present a starting point to archaeologically evaluate the
exploratory mining process elsewhere in North America. Examining how this kind of
mining occurred across other industrial mining districts could help shed light on how they
developed. These results may have implications for how archaeologists designate mining
sites. They show that many exploratory mining sites like mining prospects and
exploration camps relate to each other through processes even though they are not in
proximity to each other. This understanding implies that archaeologist may need to
reconsider how they draw site boundaries for exploratory mining sites.

There are many potential avenues to utilize this taxonomy and the results of this thesis,
the most relevant being the Keweenaw Peninsula. Because mining on Isle Royale never
took off like it did on the neighboring Keweenaw Peninsula, the island provided a unique
case study of the exploratory mining process in a way that is not possible on the
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Keweenaw. Although more intensive exploratory mining on the Keweenaw Peninsula
occurred over a longer period, successful mines built over exploratory mine sites as they
expanded. Additionally, the exploratory mines on the peninsula that did survive a century
of land development are not under NPS protection, restricting opportunities for
archaeological investigations. Despite the lack of intact sites on the Keweenaw Peninsula
there is still potential to use the taxonomy to understand the exploration process. In
contrast with Isle Royale, the exploratory mines on the mainland produced more historic
records, meaning that the taxonomy could rely on these records to supplement the limited
archaeological data. Furthermore, because this era of mining on Isle Royale parallels both
the time period and methods used on the Keweenaw Peninsula, the taxonomy is
applicable for use on the peninsula with few refinements.
Another potential avenue to apply the results of this thesis are other mining districts
across North America. The taxonomy may prove useful for explaining the exploration
processes in these districts. Undoubtedly it would have to be adapted to these districts,
changing the definition of site types to match with the scale and nature of explorations.
Applying the taxonomy to placer mining districts would require extensive modifications.
This is because the mode and scale of placer mining differs significantly from hard rock
mining. The California gold rush is a suitable candidate for the application of the
taxonomy on a placer mining district as it occurred at roughly the same time as early
mining in the Lake Superior Basin. Ultimately, applying this taxonomy to other mining
districts has the potential to provide an origin and context for the countless unnamed
prospects that dot the mining landscape. It also can explain how exploratory mining
occurred on these districts, a process that informed how they developed.
A major weakness in this thesis is its reliance on phase I survey to provide most of the
archaeological data used to support the taxonomy. On Isle Royale this kind of survey
consists of pedestrian survey or limited shovel testing. This means that the understanding
of these sites remains limited. Furthermore, lake and weather conditions often stunt these
surveys, meaning that investigations at hard to access sites are usually incomplete.
Normally, investigations use historic documents to supplement this limited
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understanding. Yet, because historic records regarding these sites are scant in detail, our
knowledge of them remains confined to phase I survey.
Due to the limited nature of the data used, this thesis needed to rely heavily on
interpretation to explain the exploratory mining process. Although interpretation is a key
part of how archaeologists come to conclusions, data and a framework are needed to
make these analyses. Without these two key factors, interpretations start to become
supposition and speculation. To avoid unwarranted supposition, this thesis systematically
went through and aggregated archaeological and historic data in appendix A. Chapter 4
analyzed the accumulated data to create the exploratory mining site taxonomy. The
taxonomy provided a framework to guide interpretation in this thesis. Even though
archaeological and historic data back up these interpretations, the reliance on them is a
weakness.
From the outset, my thesis goal was to make sense of a consistent pattern I observed
while working on the General Land Office survey project (Anklam and Wurst 2020,
2021). I noticed a series of mine sites and support sites in close proximity to each other.
Over the course of the fieldwork and data analysis I began to realize that this pattern was
more pervasive and nuanced than anticipated. It became clear that the relationships and
patterns I was observing in historic records and my data could relate to early exploratory
mining, an area of research that was missing from the literature. I hope the taxonomy
created in this thesis will be useful to other archaeologists trying to make sense of the
countless prospect pits, trenches, and small poor rock piles that dot their project areas. At
a minimum, I expect some of the concepts examined in this thesis such as mining site
relationships, the importance of exploratory mining, and its process will find their way
into the grey and academic literature of archaeologists and heritage managers who work
with industrial mining sites.
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Appendix B: Mineral Location Claim Map
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Figure B.1: Digitized mineral claim location map of Isle Royale dating from the first phase of mining on Isle Royale.

The claim map of Isle Royale consists of an aggregation from the following sources:

Claims #13, #15, #19, #24, #27, #31: These claims come from the first map in the Siskowit Mining Company’s 1850 report
(Siskowit Mining Company 1850:Map 1).
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Figure B.2: Siskowit Mining Company mineral claim location map.

Claims #1, #3, #6, #8, #9, #10, #11, #36, #43: These claims come from a claim
map with annotations from the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company’s 1846 agent,
Lender Ransom (Root and Douglass 1998:52).

Figure B.3: Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company mineral claim location map.
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Claims #7, #16, #41: Leander Ransom drew these claims on to the same claim map
mentioned above that he sent to the Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company office in
Cleveland as part of his 1846 annual report of company activities (Martin et al. 1989:27).

Figure B.4: Isle Royale & Ohio Mining Company mineral claim location map with
locations #41 and #7 drawn on.
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Claims #14, #42: There is a description of these claims in the contract Shaw signed to
lease claim #14 from Captain Smithwick:
Whereas, Cornelius G. Shaw, Platt Card and Horace A. Ackley are equally
interested, each having on undivided third part in the following locations
and interests in the Mineral land of Lake Superior to-wit, On Isle Royale
of Lake Superior, one-third interest in location number fourteen called
Smithwick location purchased 26 June A. D. 1846 of James Smithwick
and Abraham Morrell … said location being three miles square … Also an
interest of two-third parts in common with John W. Allen and others who
hold the other one-third part in locations number twenty-eight and forty
two on said island (Shaw and Fitch 1847).
There is no map of where these claims are. Using the location of other mapped
claims, the location of these two claims were inferred. The location of claim #28
could not be deduced.

Claim #40: A description of Philo Scoville’s mine in Ives survey notes that the mine is
in claim #40:
There is a shaft 5 or 6 chains S. W. where Mr. Scovill has sunk a shaft 10
or 12 feet ... 1 chain, to a Blacksmith's shop - small one. To meander
comer on line between Secs. 26 & 35. S.E. 1 chain is a log house, where
Mr. Scovel [sic] lives on Location No. 40 & has 3 men, who work on the
vein at the shaft last mentioned (Ives 1848:104-105).
Using the location of other mapped claims, the location of this claim was inferred.
Because many of the maps digitized to make this claim map are hand drawn, the
boundaries of the claims are approximations of where they actually existed. As such, the
closer a site is to the boundary of a claim on the digitized claim map, the more likely the
site’s origin could relate to either of the claims. The digitized claim map is incomplete
and only represents known claims. Various sources imply the entire island was covered
by mineral claims. As such this digitized claim map represents all known mineral claims
made on Isle Royale during the first era of historic mining but is likely not complete.
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Appendix C: General Land Office Survey Notes Translation Method
This guide is an adaptation of a guide the author made for the Minnesota DNR detailing
how to convert contemporary survey measurements into building footprints using COGO
in ArcMap (Anklam 2018). Many of the figures in this guide are adapted from the
Minnesota DNR guide.
To convert the survey measurements into UTM coordinates the user will need access to
the GLO survey notes which can be found at https://glorecords.blm.gov/ . This depository
is incomplete, State archives tend the have all the survey notes for the entire State. The
user will also need access to ArcMap, a spreadsheet program, and will need some way to
reference section corners in ArcMap.
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